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ASE	version	3.13.0	released	(7	February	2017).	Latest	Release	2022-03-25T04:00:30Z	inventory,inventory	management,stock	control,barcode,qrcode,sku,scanner,warehouse,e-commerce,POS	Ditto++	Cross	platform	clipboard	manager	inspired	by	Ditto	for	windows.	Latest	Release	2022-04-04T13:25:32Z
collection,developer,miscellaneous,modular,shelf,tutti	quanti,utility	Cortex	Performance	tracking	for	gamers.	Latest	Release	2022-04-20T10:03:33Z	terminal,shell,tty,ssh,serial,terminal-emulator	Quba	E-Invoice	Viewer	Quba	allows	to	visualize	structured	(=XML)	or	hybrid	(PDF)	e-invoices.	Privacy-focused,	powerful,	free.	Added	2018-10-28	tag
folders,tag	files,tagging,classification,file	mannagement,search,images,multimedia,epub,label	Excel	Parser	Processor	A	Cross-Platform	Desktop	App	for	processing	all	rows	of	excel	files	Latest	Release	2022-02-13T23:24:24Z	download	images	from	excel,batch	image	download,batch	download	from	excel,excel	processor,excel	parser	processor,read
excel,process	excel	file,download	to	local	folder	from	excel	file,electron	app	for	downloading	images	Qawl	Quran	reader	that	combines	the	time-tested	mushaf	with	digital	convenience.	Added	2020-03-25	danger,crew,game,rpg	Camunda	Modeler	Developer-friendly	app	for	editing	and	executing	BPMN	process	diagrams	and	DMN	decisions.	Latest
Release	2022-03-13T16:22:07Z	music	library,music	player,cloud,decentralized,distributed	Iperius	Console	Monitor	and	Backup	your	pc	remotely	Added	2018-03-22	Backup	and	remote	management,PC	remote	monitoring,Remote	backup	scheduling	and	execution,Remote	update	of	Iperius	Backup	Smallpdf	We	make	PDF	easy.	Latest	Release	2022-05-
02T03:32:29Z	encrypt,decrypt,passphrase,encrypt0r,cryptography,nodejs	Graviton	Editor	Graviton	is	a	minimalist	code	editor.	Latest	Release	2021-10-30T21:12:45Z	terminal,html,css,js	jqi	The	almighty	jq	processor	wrapped	in	a	graphical	UI	Added	2017-06-27	json,editor,development,web	development,curl,query,data	analysis,data	manipulation	poi
A	browser	for	web-based	game	kantai-collection	Latest	Release	2022-01-29T15:07:33Z	kantai-collection,kancolle,games	Elements	Displays	the	periodic	table	Latest	Release	2020-07-28T13:14:54Z	periodic-table,chemistry	CashNotify	Monitor	your	Stripe	accounts	from	your	menu	bar.	Added	2020-10-14
ssh,client,free,codingkiwi,windows,linux,portable,explorer,history,chmod,offline,online,vault,credentials,clipboard,terminal,pty,sftp,alias,keyfile,admin,gui	modelDBA	The	database	IDE	for	modern	developers.	Latest	Release	2022-02-28T19:19:34Z	podcast,feed,rss,itunes	SparkChess	Play	chess	against	the	computer	or	challenge	your	friends	in
multiplayer	Added	2017-12-15	chess,game,multiplayer,learn	Syng	Chinese-to-English	dictionary	app	and	study	toolset.	ASE	version	3.11.0	released	(10	May	2016).	ASE	version	3.7.0	released	(13	May	2013).	Oh,	and	no	data	limits	either.	Latest	Release	2020-10-07T20:33:34Z	invoice,invoicing,offline	first,open	source,configurable	Pendulums	Manage
and	track	your	time	more	efficiently	using	a	modern	and	free	time	tracking	tool.	ASE	version	3.14.0	released	(20	June	2017).	Latest	Release	2021-09-18T10:55:07Z	echo,text-to-speech	Electron	App	Store	(Unofficial)	The	world's	first	Open-Source	Cross-Platform	App	Store.	Latest	Release	2022-04-03T12:58:00Z	markdown,pandoc,cross-
platform,linux,mac,windows	Stacks	Your	personal	To	Do	and	Project	Manager.	ASE	version	3.2	released	(4	September	2009).	Latest	Release	2022-04-08T12:43:29Z	Disaggregation,Value-added	learning	scores	Soundglass	Cross-platform	Soundboard.	Latest	Release	2022-04-18T20:41:18Z	moderndeck,tweetdeck,twitter,tweet	Network	Status	Check
Simple	desktop	app	to	check	port	status	of	applications.	Latest	Release	2020-08-27T07:58:59Z	file,explorer,react,blueprintjs,typescript	Silex	website	builder	Silex,	is	a	free	and	open	source	website	builder	in	the	cloud.	Latest	Release	2020-09-21T20:11:51Z	MoviePrint,screenshot,movie,film,image,contact	sheet,index	print,thumbnail	view	Raven
Reader	Simple	RSS	Reader	for	desktop	without	any	distraction.	Latest	Release	2022-04-27T23:06:35Z	Decentralized,LBRY,P2P	Network,Digital	Content	Platform	EVE	Trade	The	EVE	Online	trading	tool	that	lets	you	discover	what	to	trade	between	stations	and	regions.	It	is	suitable	for	professional	designers	to	produce	great	websites	without
constraints.	It	supports	most	dialects	of	RMBDs	like	MySQL,	Microsoft	SQL	Server,	Postgres,	SQLite	and	has	limited	supports	for	Cassandra,	MongoDB	and	Redis.	Added	2020-10-04	framework,store,studio,installer,gaming,apps,enderapps	SnipCommand	Open	source	command	snippets	manager	for	organize	and	copy	fast.	Added	2017-12-20
inventory,management,service,system	DigiExam	Digital	assessments	platform.	Added	2021-01-10	ssh	client,port	forwarding	client,productivity,devops,ssh	sharing	and	collaboration	DECK	Powerful	and	high	performant	local	web	development	studio	unlike	any	other.	Latest	Release	2021-08-16T19:49:56Z	swifty,password,password
manager,credentials,privacy,security,encryption,encrypted	ttth	Free	and	Open	Source	desktop	app	for	online	services	like	WhatsApp,	Threema,	Telegram,	Twitter,	Google	and	several	others.	Added	2019-02-13	Waiterio	Restaurant	POS	Order	management	and	POS	system	for	restaurants	Added	2019-01-26	restaurant,pos,hospitality,business	HTTP
Toolkit	Powerful	tools	to	debug,	test	&	build	with	HTTP(S).	Added	2018-01-23	somiibo,productivity,utilities,business,social	media,automation,soundcloud,instagram,twitter	Transee	Simple	and	useful	tool	for	quick	translation	Latest	Release	2021-04-04T18:53:30Z	translator,google	translate,language	Wayward	Explore,	build,	and	most	importantly
survive	in	these	unforgiving	lands.	Added	2017-06-13	stripe,mac,menubar,payments,alerts,notifications	Street	View	Download	360	App	for	downloading	360°	Street	View	images	Added	2017-06-06	images	Data	Pixels	Playground	Create	Pixel	Art	Programmatically	Latest	Release	2018-12-03T17:36:19Z	art,developer	tools,image,pixel,programming,web
development	Composercat	Graphical	User	Interface	for	the	Composer	package	manager	(PHP)	Added	2017-06-02	php,composer,programming,productivity	canSnippet	The	missing	snippet	management	tool	for	macOS.	Supports	Windows,	Mac	OS	X	and	Linux	platform.	Added	2021-04-30	free,live	streams,live,radio,tv	Devbook	Search	engine	for
developers.	Added	2021-06-01	image,picture,compression,optimize,squash	Responsivize	Develop	responsive	websites	with	Responsivize.	Added	2019-11-05	music,productivity	Pragli	Virtual	office	for	remote	teams.	Latest	Release	2020-10-13T08:53:16Z	imageshrinking,minify,images,svg	shrinking,png	shrinkung,minify	svg,minify	jpg,tiny	svg	Laravel
Kit	A	desktop	Laravel	admin	panel	app	Latest	Release	2022-01-23T12:16:29Z	laravel,kit,php	homebrew	cask	Musify	Simple,	yet	fast,	music	player	for	macOS.	Added	2019-06-29	Biscuit	Browser	where	your	favorite	apps	won't	get	buried	in	tabs.	ASE	version	3.0.0	released	(13	November	2008).	Added	2022-03-20	utility,tools	shadowsocks-electron
Shadowsocks	GUI	application	made	for	Ubuntu/Mac	users.	Latest	Release	2018-11-15T12:02:26Z	react,latex,material-ui,uglifyjs,libgen	Multiple	File	Manager	Modify	your	multiple	files.	Latest	Release	2021-10-18T13:38:30Z	notes,utility,sync	homebrew	cask	WeFlow	A	Web	development	workflow	tool	based	on	tmt-workflow	Latest	Release	2017-06-
15T12:55:41Z	Web	Development,Workflow,Gulp,Grunt,developer	tools	Cozy	Desktop	File	Synchronisation	for	Cozy	Cloud	on	Desktop	and	Laptop	Latest	Release	2022-04-28T12:27:02Z	productivity,synchronization,files	Preserver	Notes	organizer	Latest	Release	2016-12-26T13:31:05Z	notes,keep,record,data	Pencil	A	free	and	open-source	tool	for
making	diagrams	and	GUI	prototyping	Latest	Release	2019-10-19T09:54:03Z	prototyping,ui,mockup,design,drawing,sketch	Subordination	A	desktop	app	for	translating	and	editing	subtitles	Latest	Release	2016-06-24T10:56:34Z	subtitles,translation,editor	Typetalk	A	simply	fun	chat	app	for	teams.	Added	2016-10-10	web
development,programming,productivity,app	builder	Sencha	Inspector	Debugging	tool	for	troubleshooting	and	improving	performance	of	Ext	JS	and	Sencha	Touch	applications.	Added	2017-01-17	project	management	tool,office	application,productivity,editor	GitBook	Editor	for	a	modern	publishing	toolchain	based	on	Git	Added	2017-01-15
writing,editor,documentation,git,gitbook	healthi	Your	mac's	battery	doctor	Latest	Release	2019-01-23T00:43:48Z	battery,mac,doctor,health,util	Papyrus	Unofficial	Dropbox	Paper	app	Latest	Release	2021-06-14T14:28:28Z	dropbox,paper,notes,file	sharing	Shapespark	Create	WebGL	virtual	tours	from	3D	models.	Added	2021-05-31
clipboard,manager,copy,paste,history,mac,windows,linux,android,ios,c2o	Fishing	Funds	Display	real-time	trends	of	Chinese	funds	in	the	menubar.	Latest	Release	2019-12-19T20:43:26Z	Discord,Dropbox,Freenode,github,google	calendar,google
drive,linkedin,mattermost,messenger,nextcloud,slack,Telegram,Threema,Twitter,WhatsApp,productivity,Xing	encrypt0r	Encrypt	and	decrypt	your	files	with	a	passphrase.	Available	for	Windows,	Linux,	and	macOS	Latest	Release	2022-04-22T05:42:01Z	file,file	management	PopSQL	Modern,	collaborative	SQL	editor	for	your	team	Added	2018-02-19
sql,postgresql,mysql,mssql,bigquery,sqlite,cassandra,presto,oracle,odbc,editor,analytics,developer	tools,database,db	ImageShrinker	Minify	your	images	and	graphics	with	just	one	drop.	Latest	Release	2020-06-10T16:49:51Z	spotify,macos,audio,music	ODrive	Unofficial	Google	Drive	app.	Latest	Release	2018-04-24T12:20:12Z	Web	Development,UI
Framework,Sass	Framework,Workflow,Gulp,developer	tools	Svgsus	Organize,	clean	and	transform	your	SVGs	Added	2016-08-23	icon,svg,tool,productivity	SeaPig	A	converter	from	markdown	to	html	Latest	Release	2019-09-22T08:46:52Z	markdown,editor,html	Museeks	A	simple,	clean	and	cross-platform	music	player	Latest	Release	2021-07-
28T23:13:52Z	music,audio,music	player	Gordie	The	best	app	for	your	card	collections!	Added	2016-08-07	cards,collections	Rambox	Free	and	Open	Source	messaging	and	emailing	app	that	combines	common	web	applications	into	one.	Added	2017-01-10	utility	MongoDB	Compass	The	MongoDB	GUI	Added	2017-01-09
mongodb,database,gui,admin,management	Proposales	Create,	deliver	and	monitor	business	proposals	online	Added	2017-01-06	business	Cumulus	A	SoundCloud	player	that	lives	in	your	menubar	Latest	Release	2017-04-02T15:27:01Z	soundcloud,music,player	Deepnest	Automatic	vector	nesting	for	laser	cutters	Added	2016-12-26	i5sing	A	simple
music	client	for	5sing.kugou.com	Latest	Release	2020-08-12T10:44:16Z	5sing,music	client,kugou	Remind	Send	quick,	simple	messages	to	any	device—for	free.	Latest	Release	2022-01-09T01:09:14Z	podcast,feed,rss,itunes	WebKitty	All-in-one	environment	for	editing,	testing,	and	debugging	web	development	projects.	Latest	Release	2022-03-
27T20:36:38Z	messaging,chat,productivity,fork,messenger,office	Loom	Instantly	shareable	screen	and	camera	recordings.	Latest	Release	2020-05-01T18:34:31Z	Messenger,Privacy,Decentralized,Censorship	Resistant,Lightning	Network,Bitcoin,Wallet	ModernDeck	for	Twitter	Powerful,	beautiful,	full-featured,	and	customizable	Twitter	client.	Latest
Release	2022-02-23T16:50:20Z	google	translate,material	design,optical	character	recognition,text-to-speech,voice	recognition,language,languages,ocr,translate,translator,tts	NATTT	Not	Another	Time	Tracking	Tool	Added	2017-10-05	time,tracking,tracker,work,freelancer,track,invoice,ux,design,usability,simple,clean	FotoJet	Free	online	designer	and
image	editing	tool.	Latest	Release	2020-03-14T18:02:25Z	ioui,ionic,cordova,hybridapp,phonegap	KanKan	Cool	tool	for	browsing	pictures	in	Mac	OS.	Latest	Release	2019-03-25T23:41:32Z	overcast.fm,podcasts	Tèsèvè	A	simple	static	webserver,	in	an	app.	Latest	Release	2018-07-30T17:51:22Z	sql,csv,sqlite,converter	Dixa	Customer	Service	Software
Latest	Release	2022-03-23T08:52:31Z	customer	service,phone,email,chat,call	center,contact	center,help	desk,support	Doki	Doki	Mod	Manager	Organise,	download	and	play	mods	for	Doki	Doki	Literature	Club!	Latest	Release	2020-08-01T17:41:19Z	QuickBooks	Desktop	app	for	QuickBooks	Online.	Latest	Release	2020-12-13T10:57:50Z
database,crud,db,mysql,mariadb,sql,postgres,developers	ExifCleaner	Remove	EXIF	image	metadata	with	drag	and	drop.	Latest	Release	2022-03-19T07:17:52Z	keystroke,launcher,search	Ride	Receipts	Simple	automation	desktop	app	to	download	and	organize	your	tax	invoices	from	Uber.	Latest	Release	2022-03-18T02:14:36Z	time-
management,productivity,typescript,react,pomodoro,visualization	PrettyEarth	Minimal	macOS	application	allowing	Google	Earth	View	images	to	be	seamlessly	used	as	a	wallpaper.	Added	2019-05-25	voip,chat,messaging,screen	sharing,free	online	calls,free	calls	Aedron	Shrine	Simple	and	customizable	launcher	for	all	your	PC	games.	Latest
Release	2022-03-27T17:40:33Z	note,notes,private,encrypted,productivity,todo,task,markdown,sync	SpotSpot	Spotify	mini-player	for	macOS.	√	Trade	Multiple	Account	In	One	Place.	Latest	Release	2021-06-22T20:20:41Z	discord,rpc,rich	presence,chat,custom	Flat	Project	flat	is	the	Web,	Windows	and	macOS	client	of	Agora	Flat	open	source	classroom.
Latest	Release	2022-04-19T09:37:09Z	css,js,nodejs,javascript,ide,editor,builder,website	builder,free	website	builder,design,designer,cloud,sass,drag	and	drop,silex,open	source,webdesign	Stopawu	Easily	disable	automatic	Windows	updates.	For	personal	affairs	and	work	tasks.	Added	2018-10-19	sync,weight,weight	loss,smart
scale,fitness,health,platform,cloud,fitbit,garmin,withings	clipboard-manager-electron	A	clipboard	manager	built	with	Electron	Latest	Release	2021-02-09T17:58:41Z	javascript,clipboard,clipboard-manager	Cacher	Cloud-based,	team-enabled	code	snippet	manager	with	Gists	sync.	Latest	Release	2020-12-14T04:28:43Z	clibboard,clippy,ditto	csBooks
Manage	and	read	your	PDF,	ePub	and	MOBI	books	with	ease.	Latest	Release	2020-05-19T15:32:01Z	map,mind,mindmapp,organization,memorise,productivity	Notion	A	new	editor	that	blends	notes,	tasks,	wikis	in	one	app.	Latest	Release	2022-04-15T18:57:54Z	crosshair,overlay,game-overlay,game,sight,dot,mark,center	eagluet	Pomodoro	Timer	with
Force	to	Rest.	Latest	Release	2021-03-31T20:50:29Z	study,dictionary,english,dict,translate	PaperCubes	An	App	which	converts	your	minecraft	.schematic	files	into	blueprints	for	papercraft	Latest	Release	2018-04-22T19:20:47Z	minecraft,printing,papercraft	Calcy	A	simple	and	basic	calculator	app.	Added	2016-06-15
Magnet,Input,Sensor,Hardware,Interaction,Education,Prototype,Web	Development,Unity,Scratch	Freeter	The	smartest	way	to	work	on	your	projects	Added	2016-06-13	productivity,organizer	Simplenote	An	easy	way	to	keep	notes,	lists,	ideas	and	more.	Added	2016-09-10	presentation,design,react	uPhone	WebRTC	Desktop	Phone	Added	2016-09-07
WebRTC,Contact	Center,Call	Center	Harmony	Music	player	compatible	with	Spotify,	Soundcloud,	Play	Music	and	your	local	files	Latest	Release	2018-03-10T12:20:17Z	music,player,Spotify,SoundCloud,Play	Music,mp3	Translation	Editor	Translation	files	editor	for	INTL	ICU	messages	(see	formatjs.io)	Added	2016-08-29	Translation,React,Intl	5EClient
5EPlay	CSGO	Client	Added	2016-08-25	CSGO,PUG	Correo	A	menubar/taskbar	Gmail	App	for	Windows,	macOS	and	Linux.	ASE	version	3.10.0	released	(17	March	2016).	Added	2020-08-21	task,task	manager,project,project	management,stacks,kanban	Brim	Desktop	application	to	efficiently	search	large	packet	captures	and	Zeek	logs.	Latest
Release	2021-03-14T17:34:06Z	iptv,stb,player	Scratch	For	Discord	 	Create	your	own	Discord	Bot	easily	using	Scratch-styled	blocks.	Added	2017-04-03	xml,pdf,xml-to-pdf,json,json-to-pdf,convert,xml	parser,json	parser	Gaucho	Configurable	task	launcher	Latest	Release	2022-04-12T20:46:16Z	launcher	Keeper	Password	Manager	&	Digital	Vault
Remove	the	pain	from	having	to	remember	passwords	ever	again.	Latest	Release	2022-03-24T18:01:42Z	music,audio,MIDI,reversing,time	stretching,pitch	shifting	Photo	Viewer	Image/GIF	viewer	that	can	apply	various	resizing	and	color	effects.	ASE	version	3.18.2	released	(15	December	2019).	Added	2017-05-14	3d	printing,iot,3d
design,astroprint,octoprint,wireless	3d	printing,cad,cad	software	todometer	A	meter-based	to-do	list.	Latest	Release	2020-08-16T11:08:32Z	translator,menubar,language	cliptext	A	simple	clipboard	manager	for	macOS.	Wayward	is	a	challenging	turn-based,	top-down,	wilderness	survival	roguelike.	Latest	Release	2021-03-01T06:12:54Z	proxy	Clipper
Save	history	of	all	information	you	copy	and	use	them	whenever	with	a	solitary	snap.	Added	2019-01-22	sales,sales	enablement,CRM,marketing	Notable	The	Markdown-based	note-taking	app	that	doesn't	suck.	Added	2018-07-24	business,accounting,invoicing	kappo	Application	Launcher	Latest	Release	2018-07-09T15:19:15Z	launcher	PaperArxiv	A
new	paper	management	tool.	Condens.	Latest	Release	2022-04-29T05:53:26Z	google-hangouts,hangouts-chat	Nota	Pro	writing	app	designed	for	local	Markdown	files.	Added	2019-12-14	guitar,tab,tablature,game,audio,song	wdOS	The	easy	way	to	make	desktop	apps	with	html,	css,	javascript,	and	Nodejs.	Beautiful	invoice	template,	offline-first	&
configurable.	Latest	Release	2022-02-14T09:08:34Z	symphony,collaboration,privacy,security,encrypted,messenger,messaging,chat,enterprise,video	conferencing,voip,screen	sharing,screensharing,communication,webrtc	Buckets	Beautiful,	private	budgeting.	Latest	Release	2019-07-22T15:02:28Z	mac,wallpaper,earthview,satellite,images	Remaining
Time	Display	MacOS	battery	remaining	time	in	your	menubar.	Latest	Release	2019-08-01T23:01:51Z	vagrant,manager,virtualbox,vmware,developer	tools	DBGlass	Simple	cross-platform	PostgreSQL	client	Latest	Release	2016-10-28T08:04:01Z	postgresql,sql,database	Hyper	HTML/JS/CSS	Terminal	Latest	Release	2022-04-15T21:49:23Z
terminal,html,css,js	homebrew	cask	Kap	An	open-source	screen	recorder	built	with	web	technology	Latest	Release	2022-02-23T09:49:15Z	kap,screen,capture,record,video	Inkdrop	Markdown	note-taking	app	that	syncs,	with	100+	plugins	Added	2016-10-04	text,programming,notebook,extensible,markdown	Hive	Home	for	busy	teams	Added	2016-10-
03	Productivity	Forestpin	Analytics	Financial	data	analytics	tool	for	businesses	Added	2016-09-25	analytics,data,finance	ANote	A	Simple	Friendly	Markdown	Note.	Added	2016-12-19	messaging,collaboration	Cloud	Commander	Orthodox	web	file	manager	with	console	and	editor	Latest	Release	2022-04-22T22:35:37Z	console,edit,editor,file,file
manager,folder,orthodox,view,viewer,copy,rename,move,rm,mv,cp,delete,delete	file,delete	directory,remove,remove	file,remove	directory,file	operation,pack,server	Electro	Open	Source	DJ	App	Added	2016-12-13	music,DJ	Galeri	A	perpetual	artwork	streaming	app	Added	2016-12-13	art,painting	Gitscout	A	beautiful	and	optimized	GitHub	Issues
experience	for	macOS	Added	2016-12-13	github,mac,git,developer	tools	Quail	Unofficial	esa.io	app	Latest	Release	2021-03-06T15:24:36Z	productivity	TIDAL	Music	streaming	service	Added	2016-12-13	music,streaming,videos	VK	Messenger	Simple	and	Easy	App	for	Messaging	on	VK	Added	2016-12-13	messaging,chat,productivity	Whale	Unofficial
Trello	app	Latest	Release	2021-03-06T15:34:17Z	productivity	WoW	Stat	World	of	Warcraft	server	uptime	monitor	Latest	Release	2016-07-22T00:51:03Z	wow,games,warcraft	sheepChat	Multi-chat	for	streamers	Added	2016-12-08	chat	Open	Stage	Control	Libre	and	modular	OSC	/	MIDI	control	surface	Added	2016-12-04	music,controller,osc,midi
OpenBazaar	Decentralized	p2p	marketplace	for	Bitcoin	Latest	Release	2020-12-30T00:39:06Z	ecommerce,bitcoin	Flow	Simple	Project	Management	Software	For	Teams	Added	2016-11-23	Productivity	GrabCAD	Print	Professional	3D	printing	made	easy	and	accessible	Added	2016-11-23	productivity,3D	Colibri	Modern	browser	without	tabs
Added	2016-11-22	browser	itch	The	best	way	to	play	your	itch.io	games	Latest	Release	2021-05-12T00:24:54Z	games	LosslessCut	GUI	tool	for	lossless	trimming	/	cutting	of	videos	using	ffmpeg	Latest	Release	2022-03-10T04:03:10Z	videos	nteract	Interactive	literate	coding	notebook	Latest	Release	2021-01-26T05:18:38Z	jupyter,notebook,nteract,data
Airtame	Wireless	HDMI	Added	2016-10-27	productivity,enterprise,wireless	hdmi,collaboration,cross-platform,teamwork	Beaker	Browser	An	experimental	P2P	browser	Latest	Release	2020-12-08T21:57:06Z	browser,p2p,dat,decentralization,hosting,privacy	homebrew	cask	ChatWork	Group	chat	for	global	teams	Added	2016-10-25
chatwork,chat,business,collaboration,teamwork,messaging,productivity	TagFlow	Cross-platform	file	manager	with	clever	tags	Added	2016-10-25	tags,file	manager,file	sharing,productivity,cross-platform	Zeplin	Collaboration	app	for	designers	and	developers	Added	2016-10-15	design,development,collaboration,sketch,photoshop	Sencha	Architect	The
Ext	JS	visual	app	builder	for	developing	cross-platform	HTML5	applications	on	desktop	and	mobile	devices.	Latest	Release	2020-09-09T15:50:57Z	rename,renaming,file-organization,file-management,file-aggregation	Boxy	SVG	Scalable	Vector	Graphics	(SVG)	editor.	Latest	Release	2021-04-19T05:22:43Z	devdocs	Bdash	Simple	business	intelligence
application.	Added	2017-06-28	ProDoctor	Software,Drugs	Information	Leaflet,Medicine	Akiee	A	Markdown-based	task	manager	for	hackers	and	people	who	build	stuff.	Latest	Release	2022-05-05T03:07:36Z	funds,menubar	Geniemoji	Make	using	emojis	on	desktop	simpler	than	ever	with	Geniemoji.	Added	2022-03-20	todo,task	manager,tasks	Apple
Music	Electron	(unofficial)	The	free,	lightweight,	open	source	alternative	to	iTunes.	Latest	Release	2022-04-23T20:30:56Z	characters,chinese,cjk,code	points,components,glyphs,ideographs,ids,japanese,javascript,korean,tangut,unicode,unihan,utility	Believers	Sword	Bible	Studying	Software	is	a	simple	and	an	amazing	application	that	helps	you	study
the	bible	in	an	enjoyable	and	enriching	manner.	Added	2019-04-09	code,commandline,copy,developer,devops,keyboard,productivity,snippet,store,tool	Code	Sketch	Codepen-like	desktop	app	that	used	to	demonstrate	your	code.	Latest	Release	2022-05-02T17:39:17Z
frame,ethereum,decentralized,cryptocurrency,mac,windows,linux,meta,ether,browser,ledger,trezor,geth,blockchain,wallet,mainnet,testnet,eth,transaction,signing,sign,warm,mnemonic,aragon	nimblenote	Simple	keyboard-driven	note	taking.	Latest	Release	2022-04-22T13:48:15Z	hardware,developer	tools,IoT	Markdownify	This	is	a	minimal
Markdown	Editor	desktop	app	based	on	Electron.	These	methods	may	appear	in	the	test	in	the	context	of	various	content	categories	as	well	as	occasional	questions	concerning	only	mathematics	in	the	specialized	topics	category	above.	Latest	Release	2022-04-18T17:50:16Z	soundboard,sound,exp,myinstants	BoxHero	No	experience	needed!	BoxHero
is	the	inventory	management	for	everyone.	Latest	Release	2020-05-24T04:41:36Z	mock-api-server,front-end,api-design	NeuCalculator	Calculate	with	neumorphism	UI	and	enjoy.	Latest	Release	2021-06-08T14:06:32Z	comic,manga,cbr,cbz,cb7	TestMace	Powerful	IDE	to	work	with	API.	Latest	Release	2018-02-23T18:10:57Z	desktop,angularJS,cross-
platform,productivity	Instatron	Share	your	photos	on	Instagram	like	on	your	mobile	phone	Latest	Release	2020-05-22T08:31:05Z	InfiniTex	LaTeX	and	WYSIWYG	editor	with	productivity	hacks.	Latest	Release	2021-01-29T16:44:40Z	network,port	status,network	tools	Visual	Family	Tree	Create	a	family	tree	in	a	simple	and	visual	way.	Latest
Release	2018-01-05T11:26:59Z	music,sound,soundcloud	FlexPaper	Enhance,	reflow	and	flip	pdf	documents	into	web	publications	Added	2016-05-19	pdf,flip	book,pdf	to	html5,pdf	to	ebook,interactive	pdf	publications,pdf	to	online	publication	STAMP	Move	tracks	and	playlists	across	various	streaming	services	Added	2016-05-18	music,spotify,apple
music,google	play	music	Etcher	Flash	OS	images	to	SD	cards	&	USB	drives,	safely	and	easily.	Latest	Release	2022-04-15T15:07:14Z	chat,messaging,secure,business,end-to-end	Mini	Diary	Simple	and	secure	journal	app.	Asap	version	3.0.2	released	(15	October	2008).	Improved	ase.vibrations	module:	More	accurate	and	possibility	to	calculate	Infrared
intensities	(13	March	2009).	Added	2016-05-11	todo,to-do,productivity,communication,collaboration,project	management	PhotoScreenSaver	Windows	screen	saver	that	displays	a	photo	slideshow	Added	2016-05-11	screensaver,photography	Sqlectron	A	simple	and	lightweight	SQL	client	desktop	with	cross	database	and	platform	support	Latest
Release	2022-03-31T00:39:45Z	sql,mysql,postgres,mssql	The	Poker	Timer	Best	tournament	clock	Added	2016-05-11	tournament,timer	Tiliq	The	next	generation	of	professional	business	email	Added	2016-05-11	email,productivity	Aipo.com	Communication	tool	to	optimize	the	connection	between	people	Added	2016-05-02	Franz	Messaging	app	/	former
emperor	of	Austria,	combining	chat	and	messaging	services	into	one	application	Added	2016-04-22	messaging,chat,productivity	Crypter	Simple,	convenient	and	secure	encryption	client	Latest	Release	2019-07-02T21:42:05Z	encryption	Tofino	Experimental	web	browser	from	Mozilla	Latest	Release	2016-11-11T18:10:23Z	browser	Datazenit	Modern
database	administration	tool	Added	2016-04-15	database	MockingBot	The	Missing	Wireframing	Tool	For	Mobile	Added	2016-04-14	prototyping	Explorer	Statistics	the	easy	way	Latest	Release	2016-04-23T08:39:44Z	HTTPS	Checker	Scan	a	website	for	HTTPS	mixed	content	issues	Added	2016-04-07	https,ssl,tls,migration,checker,mixed-content
TweakStyle	The	next	code	editor	Added	2016-04-06	code	WebTorrent	The	streaming	torrent	client	Latest	Release	2020-08-29T00:28:38Z	torrent,sharing,data,hosting,p2p,decentralized,streaming,video	homebrew	cask	1Clipboard	A	universal	clipboard	managing	app	that	makes	it	easy	to	access	your	clipboard	from	anywhere	on	any	device
Added	2016-03-31	clipboard	Mattermost	Open	source,	private	cloud	Slack-alternative.	Latest	Release	2021-08-08T19:21:32Z	excel,mongodb,mysql,covert,developer	Unfx	Proxy	Checker	Powerful	proxy	checker	with	huge	features	and	beautiful	design.	Latest	Release	2022-04-02T12:38:01Z	code,editor,minimalistic	MyTools	Set	of	tools	for	developers.
Latest	Release	2021-10-03T05:25:02Z	file	synchronization,backup,storage,shared	files	Intu-Mind	Explore	a	galaxy	of	ideas	Added	2017-08-10	Organize,Writing,Ideas,Share,Social	Reach	Podcast	Player	Simple	RSS	feed	based	podcast	player	Added	2017-08-10	Podcast,MP3	Source	Me	A	web	development	toolkit	containing	web	packages,	fonts,	colors
etc.	Added	2020-11-16	messaging,video,meetings,voip,sms,phone,fax,vonage	Companion	Mini	browser	to	pin	on	top	of	any	other	desktop	app.	Latest	Release	2021-12-22T06:39:05Z	crypto,gost,signature,encryption,typescript,react	MonsterWriter	Distraction	free	writing	optimized	for	scientific	papers	and	pillar	content.	Latest	Release	2019-04-
18T14:50:25Z	stock,notifier,prediction,forecast,insights,equity,analysis	ThisMyPC	Browse	your	PC	remotely	from	any	web	browser.	Latest	Release	2022-04-14T08:56:25Z	agile,scrum,kanban,project	management,productivity,collaboration	WorkPuls	Employee	monitoring	and	time	tracking.	Added	2022-03-19	UML,whiteboard,class	designer,handdrawn
Aeon		Scan	the	internet	for	your	personal	information	and	modify	or	remove	it.	Latest	Release	2020-08-24T17:29:39Z	clipboard,clipboard-manager,history,unlimited,infinite,endless,IndexedDB	Arizona	Personal	assistant,	spotify	mini-player	and	friend.	Latest	Release	2022-04-06T08:41:39Z	threema,desktop	Trackabi	Time	Tracker	Trackabi	desktop
timer	for	Windows,	Linux,	&	macOS	can	automatically	log	time	worked	&	prepare	user	activity	statistics.	Added	2020-09-09	QuickRedis	Powerful,	Free,	Amazing	UI,	Redis	Desktop	manager.	Never	type	a	password	again.	Added	2016-10-10	web	development,programming,productivity,debugging	Sencha	Themer	Theming	tool	to	rapidly	style	Ext	JS
applications	by	creating	custom	themes	using	graphical	tools	–	without	writing	code.	Added	2019-01-11	cargo.lt,messenger,cargo	messenger,cargo.pl,cargo.es,cargo,freight,transport	Geeks	Diary	TIL	writing	tool	for	programmer	Latest	Release	2018-12-31T15:17:03Z	Markdown,Note	App,Code,Programmer,TIL	MagicCap	A	image	capture	suite	for
Mac	and	Linux.	ASE	version	3.19.0	released	(16	December	2019).	Added	2020-01-27	browser,frontend,development,responsive,design,testing	massCode	Open	source	code	snippets	manager	for	developers.	Latest	Release	2019-12-14T07:32:59Z	calculator,arithmetic,math	CUBA	Studio	Specialized	tool	for	rapid	application	development	Added	2018-01-
23	java,enterprise,full-stack,rad,cuba-platform	DupFinder	Duplicate	file	finder	and	cleaner	Added	2018-01-23	Inboxer	Unofficial,	free	and	open-source	Inbox	by	Gmail	Desktop	App	Latest	Release	2019-04-01T14:17:47Z	mail,gmail,inbox	Somiibo	Social	media	bot	and	automation	tool.	Latest	Release	2021-07-10T10:43:10Z	discord,software,presence
Thorium	Reader	Modern,	highly	accessible	reading	app	for	EPUB,	PDF,	Daisy	books,	audiobooks	and	digital	comics.	Latest	Release	2022-02-09T15:24:00Z	organization,management,file-manager,database,catalog,search,library,media,video,videos	monolith	code	Minimalistic	code	editor.	Added	2022-03-18	calculator,notepad,soulver,numi,calca
homebrew	cask	React-Explorer	Simple	&	Fast	File	Manager	for	Windows,	Mac	&	Linux.	Latest	Release	2021-09-28T13:31:51Z	metronome,wallet,token,eth,ethereum,blokchain,erc20	sFTP	Client	Transfer	files	with	FTP,	FTPIS,	FTPES	and	SFTP	(Including	SSH	Terminal)	Added	2018-08-09	sftp,ftp,ftps,ftpis,ftpes,ssh,terminal,port	forwarding,server,nas
SportFX	Studio	Sports	Graphics	Editor	for	Photos	and	Videos	Added	2018-08-09	scoreboards,schedules,high	school,customizable,templates	email-securely-app	Unofficial	desktop	client	for	ProtonMail	and	Tutanota	end-to-end	encrypted	email	providers	Latest	Release	2022-04-22T06:45:34Z
office,email,encryption,notification,tutanota,protonmail,typescript	CSV	to	SQLite	Convert	CSV	files	to	SQLite	databases.	Latest	Release	2022-04-04T15:54:03Z	collection,modular,shelf,utility,vade	mecum	VivifyScrum	Scrum	and	Kanban	Tool.	Added	2018-02-13	macbook-pro,touchbar,distraction-free,text-editor,quill,macos,text,editor	AudioNodes
Modular	audio	production	suite	with	multi-track	audio	mixing,	audio	effects,	parameter	automation,	MIDI	editing,	synthesis,	cloud	production,	and	more.	Connects	to	Google,	Exchange,	Office	365,	iCloud,	and	CalDAV.	Create	HTML5	Websites,	Joomla	Templates,	WordPress	Themes	Added	2019-03-22	website	builder,free	website	builder,html5
templates,joomla	templates,wordpress	themes,web	design	Open	Log	Viewer	A	multi-platform	log	viewer	built	with	Electron	and	styled	with	Material	Design	Latest	Release	2021-05-14T20:39:17Z	log,viewer,tail,vue	Radio	50/50	Player	Desktop	player	for	the	Radio	50/50	Radio	Added	2019-03-22
entertainment,music,lifestyle,productivity,webradio,radio,player,fip	Saadhn	Unofficial	JioSaavn	desktop	client,	based	on	the	official	JioSaavn	web	app.	Latest	Release	2020-07-16T19:23:40Z	Hash,Security,Development	Pic	Crop	App	to	crop	images.	Latest	Release	2019-08-04T09:01:15Z	code,playground,sketch	DevHub	GitHub	notifications	manager
and	activity	watcher	using	columns	and	filters.	Added	2018-08-10	eve_online,video_games	GitBlade	A	simple	and	elegant	GUI	client	for	Linux,	Mac	and	Windows	Added	2018-08-10	git,programming,software	Metronome	Wallet	Desktop	wallet	for	Metronome	(MET)	token.	Latest	Release	2022-04-11T10:11:17Z
bpmn,dmn,modeling,modeler,diagram,business	process	Caption	Pro	Reduce	your	camera	to	sale	time,	edit	image	metadata	with	facial	recognition.	Latest	Release	2022-01-04T01:28:43Z	interactive	fiction,books,games,RPG	Dotgrid	A	simple	vector	illustration	tool,	that	works	by	adding	control	points	and	drawing	different	line-types	between	them.
Built	with	Sphinx	using	a	theme	provided	by	Read	the	Docs.	√	Best-In-Class	Algorithms.	Latest	Release	2022-03-06T22:20:53Z	deck,docker,laradock,development,ide,tools,php,https	Drawtify	Designer	Full-featured	graphic	design	app,	publisher,	animator	&	vector	editor.	Latest	Release	2022-03-13T18:08:08Z
encryption,PGP,keys,alice,bob,generate,encrypt,decrypt,public	key,private	key	Boost	Changer	control	CPU	turbo	boost	and	the	settings	of	the	cpu	speed	on	Linux.	Latest	Release	2020-09-15T09:05:56Z	testing,test,end-to-end,automation,Quality	Assurance,opensource,continuous	integration,ci	lazyType	Software	to	create	aliases	for	commands,
applications	to	type	in	cmd.	With	Themes,	auto	credits	and	more.	Latest	Release	2019-02-02T11:17:21Z	music	Cromberg	Personal	finance	management	application.	Added	2020-04-20	javascript,nodejs,typescript,development,web	homebrew	cask	Protoman	API	client	for	protobuf	over	http.	Latest	Release	2022-04-22T19:09:02Z
runlet,iot,job,management,cross-platform	Shuttle	The	fastest	way	to	access	to	your	favorite	applications.	Latest	Release	2021-05-21T04:36:31Z	course	selection,Taiwan,YZU,students	Calmly	Writer	The	Ultimate	Distraction-Free	Writing	App.	ASE	index	|	modules	|	gitlab	|	page	source	The	Atomic	Simulation	Environment	(ASE)	is	a	set	of	tools	and
Python	modules	for	setting	up,	manipulating,	running,	visualizing	and	analyzing	atomistic	simulations.	Added	2020-08-18	developer,developer	tools,REST	client,HTTP,API,API	client,API	build,API	test,testing	Beekeeper	Studio	Open	Source	SQL	Editor	and	Database	Manager	for	Linux,	Mac,	and	Windows.	Added	2021-04-07	web
development,wordpress,local	server	sleek	Todo	app	based	on	todo.txt,	free	and	open-source.	Adjustment	brightness	will	be	quicker	and	does	not	require	tinkering	with	the	external	monitor	controls.	Added	2019-09-21	trading,crypto	trading,strategy,algorithm,cryptocurrency,btc,blockchain,bitcoin,ethereum,altcoins,exchange	pomodoro-logger
Pomodoro	Logger	is	a	smart	time	logger	that	helps	you	schedule	your	desktop	projects.	Last	updated	on	Wed,	18	May	2022	05:10:35.	Added	2019-06-21	gihuba,tool,backup,github	FileCtor	File	inspector	with	interactive	javascript	console.	A	table	of	information	representing	various	physical	constants	and	a	few	conversion	factors	among	SI	units	is
presented	in	the	test	book.	Latest	Release	2020-11-19T15:50:59Z	productivity,mindmap,outliner,note	ioui	Desktop	app	which	provide	you	IONIC	CLI	in	UI.	Latest	Release	2022-05-03T20:58:08Z	notification,event,logging,api	Parsify	Desktop	Extendable	notepad	calculator	for	the	21st	Century.	Latest	Release	2022-01-27T04:17:19Z	music,NCS,simple
Aether	Open	source,	self-governing	communities	with	auditable	moderation	and	mod	elections.	Latest	Release	2022-01-04T22:20:25Z	finance,accounting,balance	Skype	Free	IM	&	video	calls	Added	2017-11-29	free	calls,free	online	calls,video	conferencing,free	calls	on	mobile,messaging,chat,voip,screen	sharing	Time	Zone	Converter	and	World	Clock
Calculate	exact	time	anywhere	in	the	world	across	time	zones.	Latest	Release	2022-01-09T23:57:34Z	epub,pdf,daisy,ebooks,reader,lcp	Remindr	Desktop	app	to	help	you	keep	track	of	what	you	need	to	get	done.	Added	2018-03-08	developer	tools,json	format,differ	Putler	Meaningful	e-commerce	analytics	for	online	businesses	Added	2018-03-08
analytics,reporting,e-commerce,business,growth	Video	Hub	App	Browse,	search,	and	preview	your	videos	Added	2018-03-07	video,videos,catalog,search,file-manager	Deckboard	Custom	shortcut	for	your	PC	on	your	phone.	Latest	Release	2020-11-11T05:30:39Z	trivia	Vonage	Business	Communications	VBC	unifies	calling,	messaging	and	Meetings	on	a
single	cloud	communication	platform.	Latest	Release	2021-10-02T12:49:50Z	productivity,utilities,dropover	alternative,dropover	for	windows,dropover	for	linux,open	source	Heroic	Fast	epic	games	launcher	for	Linux,	Windows	and	Mac.	Latest	Release	2021-06-10T09:23:11Z	yu-gi-oh,deck-building	Antares	Free	and	open	source	SQL	client	made	to	be
simple	and	complete.	Latest	Release	2022-02-12T01:35:00Z	minecraft,minecraft	launcher,forge,liteloader	Nertivia	Chat	client	with	servers,	emojis	and	more.	Latest	Release	2021-03-17T01:38:33Z	League	of	Legends,Legends	of	Runeterra,Valorant,Game	Launcher	aliceandbob.io	Free,	light	and	easy	to	use	PGP	tool.	Added	2018-10-10
snippets,programming,coding,gists	Deer	A	modern,	fast,	beautiful	note	taking	app	Latest	Release	2019-03-22T19:39:07Z	note-taking,note-app,notes	Station	Unifies	all	your	web	apps	in	one	neat	&	productive	interface.	Added	2018-10-09	browser	DarkJ	A	fluid,	dark	themed	native	desktop	UI	for	JIRA.	Latest	Release	2021-03-15T05:19:38Z	chat,irc
Brisqi	Offline-first	personal	Kanban	app.	Latest	Release	2021-11-20T00:03:15Z	Music,Apple	Music,Node,MIT,Open-Source	Catalyst	Web	Browser	Beautiful	and	fast	tailwindcss	web	browser	designed	with	the	user	in	mind.	Added	2018-03-20	alarm	clock,Spotify,music,alarm,wake	up,macos,mac,macbook,turn,playlist,song,album,morning	MyLottery	a
lottery	software	based	on	Electron	and	Angular	Added	2018-03-16	lottery,Angular	Paymo	Time	Tracker	Manage	and	track	your	work	time	Added	2018-03-16	paymo,time	tracker,free	time	tracker,work	time	tracker,time	tracking	Symphony	The	secure,	cloud-based	communications	platform	that	connects	markets	and	individuals.	ASE	version	3.17.0
released	(12	November	2018).	Added	2022-03-18	docker,database,postgresql,developer-tool,clone-database	F-Curator	Offline	application	that	comes	at	you	all	day	long	and	curates	your	own	web	favorites.	(17	Apr	2008)	The	new	ASE-3.0	Sphinx	page	is	now	up	and	running!	(2	Apr	2008)	A	beta	version	of	the	new	ASE-3.0	will	be	used	for	the	electronic
structure	course	at	CAMd.	(10	Jan	2008)	©	Copyright	2022,	ASE-developers.	Latest	Release	2020-04-03T03:32:11Z	picture,photo	Merge	Request	Notifier	This	app	shows	your	merge	requests	grouped	by	projects	and	WIP	status.	Latest	Release	2020-06-22T13:04:17Z	etcd,etcd3,gui,client,admin	Pennywise	Cross-platform	application	to	open	any
website	or	media	in	a	floating	window.	ASE	version	3.9.0	released	(28	May	2015).	The	aim	of	the	test	is	to	determine	the	extent	of	the	examinees'	grasp	of	fundamental	principles	and	their	ability	to	apply	these	principles	in	the	solution	of	problems.	Latest	Release	2022-03-09T11:50:55Z	data,gdpr,personal	data,data
request,facebook,instagram,spotify,linkedin	DBcloner	Database	cloning	tool	for	the	desktop.	Latest	Release	2022-04-22T04:57:46Z	shadowsocks-electron,shadowsocks,shadowsocks-libev,shadowsocks-gui,shadowsocks-client	Vikunja	The	to-do	app	to	organize	your	life.	Latest	Release	2022-04-01T01:43:28Z	productivity,snippet,markdown,note,code
Twinkle	Tray	Manage	brightness	of	multiple	monitors	from	the	system	tray.	Added	2017-11-19	todo,gtd,productivity,getting	things	done	Buttercup	Easy-to-use	Password	Manager	Latest	Release	2022-01-22T12:21:19Z	encrypt,encryption,password,security,privacy,login	luna	Manage	npm	dependencies	through	a	modern	UI	Latest	Release	2020-10-
29T23:06:39Z	npm,npm-management,npm-desktop-manager,react,rxjs,npm-gui,developer	tools	Signal	Private	Messenger	Latest	Release	2022-05-05T01:18:41Z	communication,privacy,security,messenger,messaging,p2p	elcalc	Cross-platform	calculator	Latest	Release	2019-09-02T20:27:15Z	calculator,math,arithmetic,calculation	Tropy	Research	photo
management	Latest	Release	2022-01-11T09:50:00Z	photo,images,research,metadata,node-js,sqlite3,javascript	FontBase	Lightning	fast,	beautiful	and	free	font	manager	for	designers	Added	2017-10-23	fonts,typography,type,design,graphics	themebuilder	Bootstrap	theme	builder.	ASE	version	3.9.1	released	(21	Juli	2015).	Added	2019-12-04
writing,blogging,latex,ghost,notes,pdf,footnotes,bibliography	NodemailerApp	Email	debugging	tool.	ASE	version	3.5.0	released	(13	April	2011).	Added	2021-02-09	productivity,kanban,task,tasks,task	manager,taskmanagement,project,projectmanagement,planning,todo,to-do,focus,free	DeckMaster	Deck	editor	for	the	yu-gi-oh	trading	card	game.	Latest
Release	2021-05-10T12:54:26Z	clipboard,password-manager	PiTV	Cross-Platform	STB	(IPTV)	Player	Client.	Latest	Release	2022-04-10T16:47:07Z	finance,accounting,management,cash,bookkeeping,budget,graph,chart	Ten	Hands	Simplest	way	to	organize	command-line	tasks.	Latest	Release	2022-04-22T13:32:09Z	logviewer,logs,log
viewer,clef,compact	log	event	format,serilog	Data-Forge	Notebook	Data	analysis	and	visualization	for	JavaScript.	Added	2019-11-28	filemanager,shortcutmanager,manager	OhHai	Browser	Web	browser	build	for	users	who	want	a	different	experience.	Latest	Release	2021-06-05T12:00:57Z	socially,productivity,utilities,social	media,instagram,facebook
Sofia	Software	to	customize	your	status	discord.	Added	2020-07-04	ptt,push	to	talk,dispatch,communication,dispatcher,driver,courier,fleet,call	Znote	Beautiful	&	Free	Markdown	editor	built	to	secure	your	text	files.	Latest	Release	2020-01-21T20:15:06Z	notes,markdown,note	taking,cross-platform,linux,mac,windows	Microsoft	Teams	Platform	that
combines	workplace	chat,	meetings,	notes,	and	attachments.	Latest	Release	2020-05-08T19:52:36Z	qr,qrcodes,qrcode,qr-code	rmclient	Simple	and	convenient	time	tracker	in	Jira	and	Redmine.	Latest	Release	2021-06-18T22:53:29Z	gist,snippet,github,note,markdown,productivity,code,CodeMirror	Fog	Unofficial	overcast.fm	podcast	app.	Added	2021-
07-16	keyboard,shortcuts,productivity,snippets	Lyna	Create	a	page	for	provide	your	social	links	and	other.	Added	2019-06-21	data,data	analysis,data	visualization,charts,plot,chart,data	transformation,data	wrangling,javascript,typescript,nodejs,exploratory	coding,prototyping,exploratory	data	analysis,data	exploration,repl,notebook,visual	prototyping
Gibu	The	easiest	way	to	backup	all	your	github	repositories	with	just	a	few	clicks.	Added	2022-02-16	ssb,scuttlebutt,decentralized,p2p,cryptography	Discord	RPC	Maker	Allows	you	to	make	custom	Rich	Presences	for	Discord,	with	clickable	buttons.	Latest	Release	2022-04-03T17:46:11Z	cat,translation,l10n,localization,i18n,internationalization
Unofficial	Riot	Games	Launcher	Custom	Launcher	for	League	of	Legends,	Legends	of	Runeterra	and	VALORANT.	Download	the	Practice	Book			Back	to	Test	Content	FAIRshare	Your	one-stop	tool	for	curating	and	sharing	research	data	and	software	according	to	FAIR	guidelines.	Latest	Release	2020-07-22T18:06:33Z	font,design,utility	Trym	Beautiful
small	app	for	macOS	to	help	you	view,	optimize	and	convert	SVG	icons	Added	2016-07-08	svg	PhonePresenter	The	Smartest	Presentation	Clicker	Added	2016-07-03	utility,productivity,communication,remote,office,presentation,PowerPoint	Yout	The	new	way	to	watch	your	playlists	from	YouTube	on	desktop.	Added	2017-04-13	blog	editor,blog,post
editor,google	blog,wordpress,metaweblog,insert	images	from	onedrive,insert	images	from	google	drive	System	Designer	IDE	for	designing	JavaScript	applications	driven	by	the	model	Latest	Release	2022-03-20T13:53:29Z	uml,model,system,IDE,OSGI	Alchemy	A	drag-and-drop	file	converter	for	your	menubar.	Added	2017-12-15	testing,mobile
labs,mobile	app	testing,real	device	testing	Panda	2	HTML5	Game	Development	Platform	Added	2017-12-15	panda,pandajs,panda2,panda2io,html5,gamedev,engine	Poddycast	Podcast	client	to	listen	to	all	you	favorite	podcasts.	Added	2021-03-11	copy,paste,clipboard,manager,history,helper	Erin	Cross-platform	app	to	change	wallpaper	automatically.
Added	2020-07-21	productivity,todo,to-do,todolist,organisation	Corda	Node	Explorer	Interact	with	Corda	Blockchain	Nodes	-	explore	network,	vault,	and	transactions.	Added	2021-04-07	remote,teams,conferencing,business,video	Pocket	Server	Simplified	web	development	right	in	your	local	machine.	ASE	version	3.12.0	released	(24	October	2016).
Added	2020-04-10	SVG,Icons,Design,Development,Productivity	Danger	Crew	Programmer	themed	adventure	RPG.	Latest	Release	2022-04-12T19:24:14Z	firmware,embedded,drones,radio,utilities	Loop	Team	Helps	distributed	teams	communicate	faster,	capture	and	share	discussions.	For	beginners	as	well	as	for	professional	web	designers	and	web
developers.	Nonstop	hardstyle,	powered	by	Q-dance	Radio.	Latest	Release	2021-01-14T22:39:42Z	pomodoro,productivity,timer,vuejs	Postbird	PostgreSQL	GUI	client	Latest	Release	2019-11-20T06:07:30Z	postgresql,postgres,sql,database,developer,heroku,csv	Wexond	An	extensible	web	browser	with	beautiful	UI	and	some	innovative	features.	Latest
Release	2020-01-13T11:26:01Z	debug,debugging-tool	Cashcash	The	accounting	app	for	visual	people.	Added	2020-04-11	database,dynamodb,aws,serverless	Mr	Noplay	Give	an	end	to	no-end	rests	and	play	times.	Latest	Release	2022-04-07T08:32:58Z	todo,todo.txt,todo.txt	gui,todo.txt	client,todo.txt	app,productivity,task	manager,todo	manager,open
source,lists,fulltext	search,filters,multi	language,dark	mode,repeating	todos,archiving,thresolds,alarms,reminders,due	dates,compact	view,file	watcher,mac,windows,linux	To	Do	This	project	is	a	Web	application	that	allow	the	user	to	simply	have	a	list	of	tasks	to	do.	Latest	Release	2020-12-08T17:30:20Z	DevHub,GitHub,Notifications
Manager,TweetDeck,Developer,React,React	Native,react-native-web,TypeScript,Redux,GraphQL	homebrew	cask	ActiveChart	Easily	create	interactive	charts	Added	2019-03-25	chart,interactive,tool	Agantty	Free	project	management	for	unlimited	projects,	tasks	and	teams	neatly	organized	in	gantt	chart	Added	2019-03-24	project
management,gantt,chart,todo,project,agantty,team,productivity,planning	Altus	Desktop	client	for	WhatsApp	with	themes	and	multiple	account	support	Latest	Release	2022-04-15T11:20:01Z	altus,chat,themes	WordofTheHour	Every	hour,	a	new	vocabulary	word	is	featured	along	with	translations	into	10+	languages.	Added	2018-04-01
affiliate,clipboard,beer	money,utility,tray	Lectrote	player	for	interactive	fiction,	or	text	adventure	games.	Latest	Release	2022-01-01T15:31:47Z	Research,Paper	Management,Markdown,LaTeX,Mermaid	Snippet	Store	A	snippet	management	app	for	developers	Latest	Release	2019-04-17T09:31:08Z	code,snippet,store,copy,tool,developer,productivity
Top	Browser	Minimal	browser	that	always	stays	on	top	of	your	screen	Added	2018-07-12	browser,top	clippo	Clipboard	Tool	Latest	Release	2018-09-05T12:05:52Z	clipboard	Find	Better	Questions	Marketing	Tool	for	Quora	Added	2018-07-11	quora,marketing,automation,productivity,tool,utility,growth,analytics,research,findbetterquestions	kalk	Simple
Calculator	Latest	Release	2018-07-24T13:23:25Z	calculator	Moonitor	elegant	cryptocurrencies	tracker	with	exchanges	API	key	support	Added	2018-07-11	bitcoin,ethereum,litecoin,altcoins,cryptocurrency,crypto	tracker	homebrew	cask	Recollectr	Minimally	disruptive,	maximally	efficient	notetaking.	Latest	Release	2022-03-18T19:33:02Z
shortcut,macro,remote,deck	MarkText	A	realtime	preview	MarkDown	Editor	Latest	Release	2022-03-07T18:12:02Z	markdown,performance,efficiency,eidtor	Janus	Workspace	Organize	all	of	your	sites	into	one	window.	Latest	Release	2022-04-30T06:59:11Z	code,search,screenshot,clipboard,ocr,cross-platform,color-picker,image-editing,image-
editor,screen-capture,live-text	texpaste	Live	TeX	rendering.	Latest	Release	2019-09-29T06:34:31Z	quark,serialport,prototyping	SongRiffer	The	only	riff	library	made	for	musicians,	by	musicians,	100%	free.	The	percentages	reflect	the	committee's	determination	of	the	relative	emphasis	placed	on	each	topic	in	a	typical	undergraduate	program.	Latest
Release	2022-04-20T14:18:54Z	instagram,bot,socialmedia,followers	SpinShare	Client	Download,	Extract	and	Manage	your	Spin	Rhythm	XD	library.	Latest	Release	2022-02-26T19:47:41Z	TeX,LaTeX,math,formula,clipboard	Converse	Free	and	open-source	XMPP	chat	client.	Latest	Release	2022-04-19T08:47:24Z	authme	Simple-Finder	This	application
is	a	basic	function	of	file	finder.	Import	tasks	from	all	your	tools	and	create	customized	scheduling	links	right	in	your	calendar.	Latest	Release	2021-10-12T07:00:21Z	google-assistant,google-assistant-sdk,virtual-assistant,desktop-assistant,cross-platform	IPTVnator	Video	player	for	IPTV	playlists.	It	can	detect	idle	time	&	record	applications	used.	ASE
version	3.15.0	released	(28	September	2017).	Added	2018-01-19	mind	map,mind	mapping,brainstorming	Netron	Viewer	for	neural	network,	deep	learning,	and	machine	learning	models	Latest	Release	2022-05-03T01:56:39Z	neural	networks,machine	learning,artificial	intelligence,deep	learning,AI,visualizer,ONNX,Caffe,Caffe2,Core
ML,Darknet,Keras,MXNet,PyTorch,TensorFlow,TensorFlow	Lite	homebrew	cask	Storaji	The	Light/Responsive	Inventory	Management	System.	Added	2016-10-10	web	development,programming,productivity,theming	Vagrant	Manager	Menu	bar	app	for	managing	your	vagrant	machines.	For	developers	that	need	to	manage	data	with	confidence.	Latest
Release	2020-08-17T11:39:28Z	open	source,developer	clockodo	Time	tracking	for	small	and	medium-sized	companies.	Have	all	the	apps	you	create	be	organized	in	one	easy	to	use	location.	Latest	Release	2020-08-15T00:01:07Z	timer,productivity,play,rest,time,efficiency,time	management	Norde	Source	SVG	icon	manager	with	multi-color	editing.
Added	2022-03-19	time	tracking,time	tracker,timer,time	management,project	management,timesheets,collaboration,time	reports,productivity,time	tracking	software,time	tracking	app,employee	time	tracking,time	tracking	tools,time	tracking	device	UMLBoard	Create	UML	class	diagrams	with	a	nice	whiteboard	look.	Added	2018-02-16
livestreaming,streaming,streamlabs	Kinesis	CI	Automated	Testing	and	Continuous	Integration	for	Tableau	Added	2018-02-13	tableau,business	intelligence,testing,continuous	integration	Mobirise	Website	Builder	Added	2018-02-13	website	builder,free	website	builder,free	bootstrap	builder	Petal	Douban.FM	Client	With	Extra	-	-	-	Latest	Release	2020-
04-12T16:44:18Z	Douban.FM,Douban,FM,Music	Desktop	Player	Pomotroid	Simple	and	visually-pleasing	Pomodoro	timer.	Latest	Release	2022-05-03T04:40:07Z	display,brightness,darkmode	eSearch	Screenshot	OCR	search	or	search	from	clipboard	or	paste	images.	Added	2017-12-15	education,assessments	Fenêtre	Picture	in	picture	for	your	Mac.
Latest	Release	2021-01-28T08:32:13Z	gitlab,merge-request,pull-request	homebrew	cask	Peacock	Open	source	experimental	private-by-default	web	browser.	Added	2018-03-29	writing,text,edit,markup	Container	PS	This	little	app	help	you	to	manage	your	Docker	containers	Latest	Release	2021-03-16T10:53:35Z	docker,containers,ps,list,management
Diffuse	Play	music	from	your	Dropbox,	IPFS	node,	Amazon	S3	bucket,	or	any	other	cloud/distributed	storage	service	you	use.	Added	2019-05-21	qa,testing,development,unit	testing,feature	testing,integration	testing	AnotherRedisDesktopManager	Faster,	better	and	more	stable	redis	desktop	manager,	compatible	with	Linux,	windows,	mac.
Added	2019-05-23	design,image,resize,resizer,compress,compression,optimize,optimization,conversion,bulk,batch	Bootstrap	Studio	Powerful	desktop	app	for	creating	responsive	websites	using	the	Bootstrap	framework.	Wildlink	is	a	tray	utility	that	monitors	your	clipboard	for	eligible	links	to	products	and	stores,	then	converts	those	links	to	shorter,
profitable	versions.	Latest	Release	2019-02-27T14:08:08Z	google,drive,cloud,sync,google	drive	P3X	OneNote	A	Linux	compatible	version	of	OneNote.	Added	2016-12-24	school,messaging,communications,teacher,parent,student	Riot	A	glossy	Matrix	collaboration	client	for	the	web	Latest	Release	2022-04-26T11:24:42Z
Riot,chat,Matrix,client,encrypted,encryption,end-to-end,e2e,message,messaging,voip,video,photo,giphy,gif,share,collaborate	Cloudtag	Sharing	files,	easier.	Latest	Release	2022-02-05T07:32:53Z	Utility,Streaming,Helper,NCS,OBS	Addon	timeBuzzer	The	easiest	and	most	accurate	way	to	track	your	time.	Added	2018-03-08	budgeting,finance
GramTools	collection	of	dev	tools.	Latest	Release	2020-10-30T23:52:16Z	music,player,minimal,stream,radio,app,qdance,hardstyle,hardcore	Tutti	Quanti	Shelf	Collection	of	miscellaneous	developer-oriented	utilities	wrapped	into	one	single	app.	Latest	Release	2022-03-07T11:09:32Z	apl	P3X	Redis	UI	A	very	functional	handy	database	GUI	and	works	in
your	pocket	on	the	responsive	web	or	as	a	desktop	app.	Reference	paper	in	J.	Latest	Release	2020-07-13T01:34:55Z	subtitle,finder,downlaoder,searcher,web,app	Joplin	A	note	taking	and	to-do	application	with	synchronization	capabilities.	Latest	Release	2022-01-04T23:27:35Z	book,pdf,epub,mobi,'epub	reader','mobi	book	reader','pdf	reader','book
manager','audio	books'	Fireman	Easily	manage	Firestore.	Latest	Release	2021-01-15T03:38:17Z	gitbook	reader,typeorm	backed,nodegit	backed	Yoheim	Collaboration	platform	to	manage	and	share	ssh	servers.	Latest	Release	2021-08-08T21:17:47Z	data,pipeline,python,pandas,workflow,automation	Unofficial	Google	Chat	App	Unofficial	desktop	app
for	Google	Chat.	Added	2019-10-25	aws,localstack,s3,docker,sns,sqs,cloud,dynamodb,iam,lambda,commandeer	Notejoy	Fast	and	focused	notes	for	you	and	your	team.	Available	for	macOS	and	Windows.	Latest	Release	2020-04-06T19:11:30Z	privacy,security,browser,web,web3,blockchain,decentralized,internet	RunJS	The	JavaScript	playground	for
your	desktop.	Added	2019-01-22	developer	tools,http,https,debug,debugging,view,edit,intercept,proxy,security,performance	Mobile	Locker	Simple	sales	enablement.	√	Locally	Deployed	With	Strong	Encryption.	Added	2020-08-07	presentations,demos,sales,marketing,remote,teams	Elephicon	Generate	ICO	and	ICNS	files	for	your	desktop	apps.
Added	2015-10-29	communication,privacy,security,messenger,messaging	SteelSeries	Engine	3	A	unified	platform	that	supports	nearly	all	your	SteelSeries	gear	Added	2015-10-28	Games	Light	Table	The	next	generation	code	editor	Added	2015-10-24	code	Gitify	Github	notifications	on	your	menu	bar	Latest	Release	2021-11-15T12:41:05Z
Github,notifications,developer,tool,productivity	homebrew	cask	Zoommy	Helps	you	find	awesome	free	stock	photos	for	your	creative	product	or	inspiration	Added	2015-10-15	photos	Spreaker	Studio	Create	and	discover	podcasts	Added	2015-10-14	podcasts	Microstockr	Microstock	photography	made	easy	Added	2015-09-02	photography	Rocket.Chat
the	leading	open	source	team	communication	platform	Added	2015-08-28	chat,messaging,collaboration,chatops,enterprise,teams,p2p,workstream,community,open	source,cloud,on-premises,video,conferencing,security,livechat	homebrew	cask	Yeoman	Scaffolding	tool	for	webapps	Added	2015-07-27	web	development,scaffolding,productivity	Particle
Dev	A	professional	IDE	for	Particle	Added	2015-05-16	IDE	Friends	Peer	to	peer	chat	Added	2015-04-30	chat	Visual	Studio	Code	Open	source	code	editor	developed	by	Microsoft	Added	2015-04-29	code	homebrew	cask	Kitematic	Run	containers	through	a	simple,	yet	powerful	graphical	user	interface	Added	2015-04-25	docker	Avocode	One	workspace
open	to	all	designers	and	developers	Added	2015-04-08	developer	tools	Slack	A	messaging	app	for	teams	Added	2015-04-08	messaging,chat,p2p,video,voip,phone,community	homebrew	cask	Atom	A	hackable	text	editor	for	the	21st	Century	Latest	Release	2022-03-08T09:58:25Z	web	development,writing,editor,programming,git,github,developer	tools
homebrew	cask	Playback	Experimental	video	player	Latest	Release	2015-12-09T15:32:05Z	video,player,audio	ScreenCat	WebRTC	screensharing	Latest	Release	2015-11-06T01:02:59Z	screensharing,collaboration,WebRTC	Nuclide	A	unified	developer	experience	for	web	and	mobile	development	Added	2015-04-03	developer	ASE	version	3.21.0
released	(18	January	2021).	Latest	Release	2022-04-05T00:44:03Z	all-in-one	messenger,chat,messaging,browser,all	apps	in	one	app,productivity	PanWriter	Markdown	editor	with	pandoc	integration	and	preview.	Added	2018-07-11	tasks,todos,editor,productivity,lists,real-time,checklist,markdown,note,notes,database,note-
taking,text,images,todo,local,encrypted,reminders,secure,private,syncing	Stack	Tweetdeck	for	all	your	social	apps	Added	2018-07-11	mac,facebook,twitter,instagram,social,tweetdeck	R6RC	A	minimalistic	rank	calculator	for	Rainbow	Six:	Siege	Latest	Release	2019-09-27T00:20:12Z
Rainbow,Six,Siege,R6rc,Operator,Math,Rank,Mmrcalculator,Mmr,Calculator,Pc,Windows,Win	Super	Productivity	To	Do	List	/	Time	Tracker	with	Jira	Integration.	Added	2017-03-17	password,passwords,manager,login,username,keeper,vault,wallet,lock,safe,fingerprint,photo,generator,data	homebrew	cask	PlayCode	Desktop	client	for	Playcode	Online
Javascript	Editor	Latest	Release	2022-04-21T11:34:37Z	playcode,editor,developer	tools,mac	Buka	EBook	Management	Latest	Release	2017-05-30T16:52:27Z	book,pdf,ebook,book	library,book	management,ebook	reader,pdf	reader	Pomolectron	A	Pomodoro	app	in	your	menubar/tray.	Added	2017-11-29
time,zone,converter,world,clock,calc,gmt,utc,travel,business,planner,calculator,call,meeting,date	Synap	Intelligent	platform	for	studying	more	effectively	Added	2017-11-21	education,learning,study,revision,medicine	Chronobreak	Extra	faithful	replication	of	the	original	Pomodoro	technique.	Track	your	time	or	look	when	and	what	were	you	doing	at
some	point	in	time.	Latest	Release	2022-03-04T12:51:30Z	passky,password,passwords,manager	Stinker	Laravel	tinker	snippets	keeper.	Latest	Release	2017-11-24T03:03:19Z	Xuanxuan	IM	A	self-hosted	enterprise	IM	solution	for	all	platforms.	Latest	Release	2022-02-08T10:42:31Z	Scrum,Standup,Picker	Cleavr	Simply	provision,	deploy,	and	manage
servers,	websites,	and	apps	Added	2018-05-10	Server	provisioning,AdonisJS,NodeJS,Laravel,WordPress,Jekyll	deployments,Laravel	deployments,WordPress	deployments,Static	site	deployments,Free	SSL	certificates,Laravel	LetsEncrypt,Certbot,zero	downtime,Laravel	SSH	Keys,deployments,Laravel	Nginx,WordPress	Nginx,push	to	deploy,PHP
deploy,MySQL,MariaDB,Redis,Memcached,deploy	desktop	Taskade	Team	task	lists	&	notes.	Thursday	April	24	will	be	ASE	documentation-day.	Latest	Release	2021-02-14T11:37:46Z	family,tree,genealogy,pedigree,ancestry,origin,certificate,life	Weltenschaft	Open-source	terrain	generator.	Added	2021-05-27	distraction	free
writing,markdown,win,mac,linux,editor,text	editor,writing,notepad,focus	mode	homebrew	cask	RenderTune	Combine	audio	+	image	file(s)	into	video	files.	Bugfix	release:	ASE	version	3.14.1	(28	June	2017).	Ten	people	from	CAMd/Cinf	will	do	a	“doc-sprint”	from	9	to	16.	Added	2020-11-14	subtitle,caption,editor,video,audio,clip,asr,场辞,新片场,字幕
Mélodie	Intuitive,	portable	and	open	source	music	player.	Latest	Release	2022-05-04T16:50:32Z	photo,image,GIF,viewer,resizing,cropping,color	correction	Video	Player	Play	video	with	reversing	and	time	stretching	effects.	Added	2018-03-29	illustration,design,vector	gSubs	Desktop	app	that	finds	you	the	perfect	subtitle	match	for	your	videos.	Latest
Release	2021-03-31T14:29:19Z	sonos,tray,controller	Deskfiler	Fast	and	easy	development	and	deployment	of	JS	apps.	Latest	Release	2021-10-29T20:34:53Z	Git,GitHub,tutorial,guide,learn	graSSHopper	The	free	and	easy	SSH	client	that	helps	you	to	get	work	done.	Latest	Release	2021-02-03T17:59:17Z	recipes,manager	CYaPass	Draw	your	password.
ASE	version	3.16.0	released	(21	March	2018).	Added	2018-12-03	trading,crypto	trading,cryptocurrency,blockchain,bitcoin,ethereum,altcoins	y2mp3	Download	youtube	videos	to	audio	files.	Latest	Release	2022-01-17T04:32:17Z	image	optimizing,image	compression,minify,images,jpg	compression,png	compression,svg	compression,minify	svg,minify
jpg,tiny	svg	INDE	Writer	Novel	writing	software.	Added	2022-03-19	music,audio,player,organize,simple,pretty,elegant	echo	It	is	a	standalone	Text-to-Speech	desktop	app	written	in	pure	vanilla	js	&	css.	Added	2017-05-17	code,documentation	GitHub	Desktop	Simple	collaboration	from	your	desktop	Added	2017-05-16
git,github,collaboration,editor,code,commits,review,developer,tool,productivity	homebrew	cask	AstroPrint	Desktop	Manage	your	3D	Printer	offline	and	via	the	Cloud.	Added	2021-08-25	speedtest	SnailFM	Powerful	tool,	that	allows	you	to	tune	into	great	music.	Latest	Release	2020-09-13T01:11:03Z
productivity,snippet,markdown,command,clipboard,copy,developer	Unofficial	Desktop	Client	for	Google	Assistant	Google	Assistant	SDK	powered	unofficial	desktop	client	for	Google	Assistant.	Added	2019-03-24	education,language,learning,vocabulary,words	Android	Messages	Cross	Platform	Native	SMS	App	for	macOS,	Linux,	and	Windows		Latest
Release	2019-05-13T01:51:02Z	Getränkeliste	App	Online	Stroked	List	App	to	organize	and	charging	club	members	for	drinks	-	Online	Strichlisten	App	zur	Abrechung	von	Getränken	und	Snacks	in	Vereinen	oder	ähnlichen	Organisationen.	Added	2020-08-04	games,tzared,online	Jabra	Direct	Smart,	secure	and	free	call	management	of	headsets	and
speakerphones.	Added	2017-04-03	convert,files,images,drag-and-drop,menubar	PrexView	Convert	data	from	XML	or	JSON	to	high	quality	documents	in	PDF,	HTML	or	Image.	Added	2020-03-14	image,photo,photography,metadata,exiftool,exif,facial	recognition	Tabby	Simple,	beautiful	desktop	timetable	app	to	manage	your	school	schedule.	Latest
Release	2020-07-24T07:24:16Z	extendable,format,editor,encryption	Metastream	Watch	streaming	media	with	friends	Latest	Release	2021-03-07T23:13:31Z	media-player,media,player,video,streaming,music,audio,browser,p2p	Time	Series	Admin	InfuxDB	query	editor	and	administrator	UI	Latest	Release	2020-09-18T16:53:28Z
influxdb,influx,admin,ui,webui	WeightHub	Easy-to-use	desktop	app,	to	seamlessly	synchronize	your	body	weight	data	between	platforms,	with	clouds	or	files.	Latest	Release	2020-08-17T11:17:56Z	water	Wanna	Class	Campus	desktop	software	for	YuanZe	University	students	to	select	wanted	course.	Latest	Release	2022-04-10T10:48:18Z	sql
client,databases,sql,mysql,mariadb,linux,windows,mac	Electron-clippy	Simple	clipboard	manager	inspired	by	ditto.	Latest	Release	2022-04-16T08:59:32Z	tess,terminal,terminal-emulator	FLB	Music	Beautifully	designed	Music	Player	and	Downloader.	Most	test	questions	can	be	answered	on	the	basis	of	a	mastery	of	the	first	three	years	of
undergraduate	physics.	Added	2020-10-14	screensharing,collaboration,WebRTC	EnderFramework	It	is	a	framework,	built	using	a	framework,	for	you!	It	can	make	it	much	easier	for	new	developers	to	develop	and	build	more	modern	apps.	Latest	Release	2019-06-29T05:38:49Z	pennywise,floating	window,video	player,browser,multitasking	homebrew
cask	Debugtron	Debug	in-production	Electron	based	app.	Added	2019-05-23	games,launcher,shortcut	Assetizr	The	all-in-one	image	resizer.	ASE	provides	interfaces	to	different	codes	through	Calculators	which	are	used	together	with	the	central	Atoms	object	and	the	many	available	algorithms	in	ASE.	Latest	Release	2021-12-23T17:11:19Z
UI/UX,Responsive,Design,Browser,Testing	homebrew	cask	Zello	Dispatch	Hub	is	a	communication	solution	between	dispatchers	and	drivers.	Latest	Release	2021-09-24T07:24:38Z	dashboard,github,developer	Waqt	View	current	Islamic	prayer	times	Latest	Release	2018-06-24T23:37:20Z	prayer-times,islam,islamic,waqt,prayer	music-player	Open-
Source	Audio	Player	that	supports	a	variety	of	formats	Latest	Release	2021-02-04T10:49:12Z	audio,music,song,album,mp3,audiophile	winds.yml	An	open-source	podcast	&	RSS	desktop	app	Added	2018-05-22	feed,rss,podcast,audio,syndication	Standup	Picker	A	desktop	application	which	can	be	used	in	Scrum	teams	to	initiate	the	daily	Scrum	meeting.
ASE	version	3.21.1	released	(24	January	2021).	Latest	Release	2021-02-04T10:49:12Z	music,audio,mp3	RIDE	Remote	IDE	for	Dyalog	APL.	Latest	Release	2019-12-21T03:04:32Z	wdOS,WebDesktop,devloper,Webframe	CryptoARM	GOST	Create	a	digital	signatures	and	files	encryption	using	cryptographic	algorithms.	Latest	Release	2022-03-
29T02:02:47Z	anime,waifu2x,upscaling,image,gif,video	DbGate	Open	Source	Database	manager	for	MySQL,	PostgreSQL,	SQL	Server,	SQLite	and	MongoDB.	Latest	Release	2021-08-01T11:22:20Z	note,notes,text,organize,search,quick	Domain	Book	Elegant	domain	monitoring	app,	it’s	like	a	phone	book	but	for	your	domains.	Added	2019-05-29
game,tracker,esport,performance	Knowte	Cross	platform	note-taking	application.	Added	2020-02-04	Focus	in	one	click,Website	blocker,App	blocker,To-do	list,Day	planner,Focus	music,Phone	silencer,chart,todo,project,team,productivity,planning	Metronome	Highly	perfomant,	easy	to	use,	minimalistic	digital	metronome	desktop	app.	Added	2019-11-
02	conferencing,office,video,audio,face,virtual,online,office	hours,onboarding,communication,teamwork,team	building,collaboration	Sizzy	The	browser	for	developers	and	designers.	Latest	Release	2022-02-07T12:46:04Z	messaging,collaboration,chat,chatops,workstream	collaboration,p2p,community	homebrew	cask	World	History	AP	Help	students
study	for	the	rigorous	AP	exam	Added	2016-03-28	Education	CatLight	Desktop	build	status	notifications	Added	2016-03-16	build	homebrew	cask	Chronocube	Your	rubik's	cube	solves	Added	2016-03-08	Games	StopLight	Mock,	document,	and	test	your	way	to	API	nirvana	Added	2016-03-08	API	TagSpaces	Your	offline	file	manager	Latest	Release	2022-
03-16T19:00:19Z	notetaking,organization,tagging,productivity	Superpowers	—	HTML5	2D+3D	game	maker	2D+3D	game	making	for	indies.	Latest	Release	2019-09-16T22:58:22Z	window,manager,crossplatform	Quark	Software	sketchbook	for	your	node	projects.	Latest	Release	2022-02-07T11:00:01Z	developer	tools	Zector	Vector	Graphics	tools
suite.	Added	2018-02-16	music,music	player,macOS	Streamlabs	OBS	Simple,	powerful,	and	efficient	live	streaming	software.	You	control	the	network.	ASE	version	3.6.0	released	(24	February	2012).	Latest	Release	2019-08-23T05:13:18Z	wizard,mirror,magic,raspberry,pi	CyberX	Professional	Crypto	Trading	Terminal.	Latest	Release	2019-02-



23T19:51:20Z	uber,lyft,lyft	receipts,uber	invoice,invoice,tax,invoice	download,uber	invoice	download	Vue	Calc	A	Simple	VueJS	Calculator	built	with	ElectronJS	Latest	Release	2018-04-15T10:03:14Z	calculator,vuetify,vue	amanote	Note-taking	for	lectures	and	presentations	Added	2018-04-10
notes,slides,learning,students,education,presentations,reference,school,LaTex,documentation	Blockbench	A	modern	3D	model	editor	for	cube-based	models	Latest	Release	2022-04-29T10:20:55Z	modeling,minecraft	ProtegoPDF	A	simple	application	to	password-protect	your	PDF	Documents	Latest	Release	2019-09-17T03:28:57Z	pdf,protect	Wildlink
The	easiest	way	to	earn	some	extra	cash	from	links	you	already	share.	Latest	Release	2021-05-04T12:16:59Z	exif,image,metadata,privacy,open	source	LeafView	Secure	image	viewer	for	minimalists.	Latest	Release	2021-10-24T08:28:42Z	music,player,vue,youtube,download,deezer,spotify	Tockler	Application	title	and	computer	state	recorder.	sleek	is
available	for	Linux,	Windows	and	MacOS.	Latest	Release	2022-01-04T11:11:37Z	notebook,notes,app,free,scalable,organization,search,nesting,hierarchy,wysiwyg,snippet,ide,code	homura	Elegant	RSS	reader.	Added	2017-06-01	snippet,macro,code,developers,editing,text,productivity,keyboard,shortcuts	Standard	Notes	An	end-to-end	encrypted	notes
app	for	digitalists	and	professionals.	Latest	Release	2020-08-15T08:37:34Z	deep-learning,keras,machine-learning,tensorflow,pytorch	clipboard-manager-electron	Simple	clipboard	manager	with	unlimited	history	in	IndexedDB.	On	any	device	and	operating	system.	Added	2017-12-15	employee	monitoring,time	tracking,screenshots	Zefenify	Ethiopian.
Latest	Release	2019-09-28T08:31:52Z	utility,browser,social,network	Webkiosk-Wrapper	Wrapper	for	Webkiosk	portal	of	Jaypee	college,	Noida.	ASE	version	3.4.1	released	(11	August	2010).	Added	2020-01-07	SVG	Organizer,Free,Mac	App,Windows	App,Organizer	Picturama	Digital	image	organizer	powered	by	the	web.	Latest	Release	2020-05-
06T15:07:37Z	i18n,translation,internationalization,locales,Google	Translate,translation	tool	Polar	Bookshelf	Polar	is	a	personal	knowledge	repository	for	PDF	and	web	content	supporting	incremental	reading	and	document	annotation.	Added	2016-09-16	email,analytics	Cycligent	Git	Tool	Straightforward,	graphic	GUI	for	your	Git	projects.	√	Asset
Management.	Latest	Release	2022-05-05T09:19:52Z	bible,study,happy,prayer,knowledge,wise,love,Jesus,God	Music	Player	Plays	music	with	real-time	pitch	shifting,	time	stretching,	and	reversing	effects.	Latest	Release	2016-06-03T10:11:13Z	static,server,testing	Colorpicker	Modern	and	powerful	color	management	software	Latest	Release	2021-04-
08T14:35:37Z	colors,code,shading,tint,picker,hexadecimal,rgb,storage,management	homebrew	cask	Jukeboks	Fast	viewer	Latest	Release	2022-03-02T17:42:52Z	viewer,player,image,movie,video	SwitchHosts	Manage	and	switch	your	hosts	files.	Added	2022-03-18	productivity,product,project,feedback,analytics	Manyverse	Cross-platform	SSB	app.
Added	2021-08-25	mongodb,database,gui,management,editor,browser	OpenSpeedTest-Server	Pure	HTML5	Network	Performance	Estimation	Tool.	Latest	Release	2021-02-18T10:47:20Z	islam,quran,religion,faith,mushaf,book,muslim	YTMDesktop	App	A	Desktop	App	for	YouTube	Music	Latest	Release	2020-09-07T15:34:09Z
youtube,music,desktop,app,node,javascript,materializecss	Dn	Tool	Container	Extendable	application	which	can	install	multiple	packages	with	one	click.	Latest	Release	2019-11-03T14:09:57Z	desktop,windows,utility,alias,lazy,type,lazyType	Swit	Team	Collaboration	Suite.	Added	2021-01-27	Schedule,Timetable,University	Interactive	Data	Editor
Software	to	interactively	edit	data	in	a	graphical	manner.	Such	mathematical	methods	include	single	and	multivariate	calculus,	coordinate	systems	(rectangular,	cylindrical	and	spherical),	vector	algebra	and	vector	differential	operators,	Fourier	series,	partial	differential	equations,	boundary	value	problems,	matrices	and	determinants,	and	functions
of	complex	variables.	positions=[[0,	0,	0],	...	Latest	Release	2022-03-17T17:25:56Z	kubernetes,developer-tools,kubectl,kubernetes-dashboard	CrossOver		A	Crosshair	Overlay	for	any	game	and	screen.	Latest	Release	2020-07-29T06:35:40Z	file,file	management	todolist	Free	desktop	application	allowing	you	to	organise	your	tasks	in	a	fast	&	simple	way.
Latest	Release	2022-01-31T18:09:49Z	CSGO	sqlui-native	Simple	UI	client	for	most	SQL	Engines.	ASE	version	3.18.0	released	(19	July	2019).	Added	2019-07-21	code,editor,minimalist	Local	by	Flywheel	The	#1	local	WordPress	development	tool.	Added	2018-05-10	tasks,todos,collaboration,editor,productivity,lists,real-time,brainstorm,outliner,checklist
ProSecrec	A	secure	vault	for	your	important	information	Added	2018-04-24	password,manager,vault,wallet,security,private	key,aes,encryption,aes-256-ctr,portable,bitcoin,crypto,cryptocurrency,secrec,prosecrec	ThunderDocs	Unofficial	Google	Docs	Desktop	App	Latest	Release	2018-12-06T14:49:03Z	office,google	docs	ueli	This	is	a	keystroke	launcher
for	Windows	and	macOS.	Keeper	offers	unlimited	password	storage	for	everyone	-	generate,	store,	and	AutoFill	strong	passwords	on	all	your	devices	while	securely	storing	private	documents.	Latest	Release	2022-05-05T11:57:13Z	music,musicplayer,themes,customizable,extension	DropPoint	Make	drag-and-drop	easier	using	DropPoint.	Latest
Release	2020-04-14T12:53:11Z	neumorphism,calculator	Responsively	App	Web	developer's	browser,	a	dev-tool	that	aids	faster	and	precise	responsive	web	development.	Latest	Release	2019-12-30T12:07:08Z	email,imap,pop3,smtp,eml,emlx,postfix	Dashy	Organize	and	manage	all	your	files	inside	one	application.	Latest	Release	2022-03-19T16:14:50Z
redis,redis-gui,redis-desktop-manager,redis-client,redis-desktop,vue	SpaceEye	Live	satellite	imagery	for	your	desktop	background.	Latest	Release	2021-09-30T11:28:10Z	protocol-buffers,api-client	SEOBrowse	Browser	build	for	SEO	professionals.	[0,	0,	0.7]])	>>>	h2.calc	=	NWChem(xc='PBE')	>>>	opt	=	BFGS(h2)	>>>	opt.run(fmax=0.02)	BFGS:	0
19:10:49	-31.435229	2.2691	BFGS:	1	19:10:50	-31.490773	0.3740	BFGS:	2	19:10:50	-31.492791	0.0630	BFGS:	3	19:10:51	-31.492848	0.0023	>>>	write('H2.xyz',	h2)	>>>	h2.get_potential_energy()	-31.492847800329216	ACE-Molecule	amber	DeePMD-kit	DMol³	Gaussian	Grimme	DFT-D3	gulp	Mopac	qmmm	tip3p	~deMon-Nano	Reference	publication
on	ASE	ASE	version	3.22.1	released	(1	December	2021).	The	test	consists	of	approximately	100	five-choice	questions,	some	of	which	are	grouped	in	sets	and	based	on	such	materials	as	diagrams,	graphs,	experimental	data	and	descriptions	of	physical	situations.	Added	2020-11-25	download,download	manager	yana	Powerful	notebook	app	with
nesting,	search,	rich-text	editing	and	more.	Latest	Release	2019-12-17T00:46:03Z	business	apps,cross	platform	deployment,fast	development	media-dupes	Minimal	media	duplicator	for	common	media	services	like	youtube.	A	faster	and	robust	Redis	management	tool.	A	rich	text	editor,	a	Sticky	notes	and	a	Todo	list,	All	driven	by	a	Calendar.	Latest
Release	2022-01-14T06:38:24Z	clipboard,notes	TestCafe	Studio	Cross-Platform	IDE	for	End-to-End	Web	Testing.	Latest	Release	2022-04-07T12:46:14Z	XMPP,Open	Source,Cross-Platform,Jabber,Messenger,Team-Chat,E2EE,Secure,Federated,OMEMO	Moosync	Simple	and	customizable	desktop	music	player.	Added	2022-03-19
reminder,anime,netflix,counter,episodes,series,tv,friends,remote	watch,list	Image	Optimizer	Open	source	tool	for	optimizing	images	and	vector	graphics.	Latest	Release	2022-04-02T02:58:04Z	redis-desktop-manager,redis-client,redis-desktop,redis-gui	mdp	Markdown	preview	using	marked,	highlight.js,	mermaid,	node-emoji	and	live	reload.	Latest
Release	2022-04-18T14:20:24Z	email,mail,messaging,imap,gmail	Patchwork	A	decentralized	messaging	and	sharing	app	built	on	top	of	Secure	Scuttlebutt	(SSB)	Latest	Release	2021-04-05T19:08:57Z	scuttlebutt,ssb,social,social-network,decentralized,decent,chat,gossip,crypto,subjectivity,offline,p2p	Translatium	Translate	100+	Languages	Instantly.
Latest	Release	2022-02-26T19:25:59Z	ffmpeg,video,render,music,album,combine,concat	Geppetto	WebGL	animation	toolkit	to	create	beautiful	animations	that	also	allow	real-time	control.	ASE	version	3.19.2	released	(22	July	2020).	Latest	Release	2021-11-17T22:07:51Z	browser,client	SimpleInstaBot	Easy	to	use	Instagram	bot.	Added	2019-03-22
drinks,club,management,charging,abrechnung,getränke,strichliste,vereine	Gluppi	Unified	Communications	as	a	service	Added	2019-03-22	telephony,videoconference,pbx,chat,video,cloud,storage	MD5	Application	A	free	application	that	creates	and	verifies	an	MD5	hash	value	Latest	Release	2019-02-01T19:38:31Z	Multrin	Organize	multiple	apps	in
tabs!	Latest	Release	2020-04-16T20:51:41Z	windows,organizer,tabs,material,typescript,react	Nicepage	Website	Builder.	Added	2019-05-23	bootstrap,css,sass,js,ide,editor,builder	Kahla	Cross-platform	business	messaging	app,	completely	open	source	and	free.	Latest	Release	2022-03-22T04:50:25Z	procedural	art,gamedev,game	development,game
art,3d	graphics,textures,nodegraph,substance	designer	Serene	App	Say	goodbye	to	digital	distractions	and	hello	to	undisturbed	deep	work	with	Serene,	the	macOS	app	for	laser	focus.	Latest	Release	2022-02-21T09:33:49Z	youtube,playlist,download,mp3,free,audio	Markdown	C3	A	Markdown	Editor	and	Previewer	built	with	Construct	3	and	ElectronJs
Latest	Release	2018-11-21T22:22:54Z	markdwown,construct3,showdownjs	ScreenTray	Capture,	annotate	and	share	screenshots	with	ease	Latest	Release	2019-11-07T17:57:48Z	screenshots,sharing,macos,cloud,google,drive,dropbox,branding,productivity	Trilium	Notes	Hierarchical	note	taking	application	with	focus	on	building	knowledge	bases
Latest	Release	2022-05-02T22:50:09Z	wiki,knowledge	base,journal,diary,encryption,note	taking,notes	Puppetry	Codeless	end-to-end	test	automation,	integrated	with	CI/CD	pipeline	Latest	Release	2021-08-16T12:12:59Z	testing,test,end-to-end,automation,Quality	Assurance,opensource,integration	HexoClient	A	client	for	hexo	Latest	Release	2020-11-
28T12:17:19Z	writing,editor,blog,hexo	PreMiD	Discord	Rich	Presence	integration,	media	controls	and	much	more	for	your	beloved	web	services.	Latest	Release	2021-12-01T18:41:29Z	brightness,monitor,display,ddc-ic,windows,brightness-control	Iconset	Free	cross-platform	and	fast	SVG	icon	organizer	for	designers	and	teams.	Latest	Release	2022-
03-17T13:03:23Z	note,to-do,onedrive,synchronisation,evernote,enex	homebrew	cask	Left	A	distractionless	writing	tool	with	auto-complete,	a	synonyms	dictionary,	writing	statistics,	markup-based	navigation	and	a	speed-reader.	Latest	Release	2021-11-26T14:56:04Z	laravel,tinker,php,snippets,ide	Subtitler	Quickly	download	subtitles.	Added	2019-10-
23	screen	recording,video,communication,development,4k	Kube	Forwarder	Easy	to	use	Kubernetes	port	forwarding	manager.	New	bugfix	releases	3.20.1	and	3.19.3	(11	August	2020).	Latest	Release	2018-09-23T17:21:10Z	School,Timetable,Management,Time,Desktop	Cycle	Behavior	Focused	Continuous	Testing	for	Your	Entire	Team	Added	2018-08-
24	BDD,Behavior	Driven	Strategies,Behavior	Focused,Behaivor,Communication,Collaboration,Testing,Continuous	Testing,Test	Automation,Performance	Testing,Continuous	Integration,Continuous	Delivery,DevOps	LBRY	Desktop	LBRY	is	a	free,	open,	and	community-run	digital	marketplace.	Latest	Release	2021-01-19T03:55:53Z
chinese,dictionary,hanzi,language,education,words,translation	Vade	Mecum	Shelf	Collection	of	vade	mecum-like	utilities	wrapped	into	one	single	app.	Latest	Release	2020-07-30T20:47:02Z	reddit,twitter,social,social	media,privacy	Tzared	Real-time	strategy	game	for	web	browsers	and	PC.	Latest	Release	2022-04-29T17:26:30Z	sql,mysql,postgres,sql-
server,sqlite,linux,mac,windows	Invizi	Private	Cryptocurrency	Tracker.	Latest	Release	2020-08-01T19:57:59Z	youtube,youtube-dl,ffmpeg,linux,mac,windows,download,mirror,duplicate,media,multimedia,audio,video	FATpick	Guitar	tablature	player	than	listens.	Added	2021-07-16	Time	tracking	application,Timesheets,User	activity
monitoring,Gamification	of	time	tracking	Tabby	Terminal	Terminal	for	a	more	modern	age.	Added	2020-06-24	notes,sticky-notes,todo-list,todo,organizer,digital-diary,smart-diary,utility	Fluent	Reader	Modern	desktop	RSS	reader.	Added	2019-05-25	domains,windows	app,windows	10	app,windows	10	64-bit,macOS	app,monitoring	VoIPstudio	Desktop
Softphone	client	for	VoIPstudio	Business	Phone	System.	Added	2018-03-20	pdf,document,converter,editor,productivity,utility,pdf-reader,word-to-pdf,jpg-to-pdf,excel-to-pdf	Wakefy	Turn	your	Mac	into	a	Spotify	alarm	clock.	Latest	Release	2022-04-29T07:20:13Z	Social	Amnesia	Delete	reddit/twitter	history	automatically,	save	the	stuff	you	like.	Latest
Release	2022-02-21T17:34:22Z	onenote,linux	mStream	Music	Streaming	Server	Latest	Release	2022-03-22T15:34:31Z	music,streaming,server,audio,selfhosted	Circuit	Make	your	teamwork	better	Added	2017-05-19	collaboration,chat,conference,video,screenshare,webrtc	Code	Story	Code	documentation,	redefined.	Latest	Release	2021-08-
03T00:43:47Z	clipboard,clipboard-manager	Mongomix	Simple	MongoDB	GUI	Shell.	ASE	version	3.1.0	released	(27	March	2009).	Added	2017-02-13	team,shared,emails,chat,tasks,work,assignment,management,gmail,mac,windows	homebrew	cask	Lepton	Open-source	snippet	manager	powered	by	GitHub	Gist.	ASE	version	3.22.0	released	(24	June
2021).	Latest	Release	2019-12-11T23:13:39Z	screenshot,upload,productivity,capture	SnowyOwl	Manage	your	dataset	with	ease	Added	2019-01-10	dataset	manager,reference	manager	Kattana	All-in-one	app	for	trading	on	multiple	crypto	exchanges.	An	experimental	abinit	interface	released	(9	June	2008).	Latest	Release	2021-12-31T08:41:02Z
things,organize,search,find,custom,stuff,manage,reminder	StreamBop	This	is	a	utility	that	allows	creators	to	play	NCS	music	easily.	The	International	System	(SI)	of	units	is	used	predominantly	in	the	test.	Latest	Release	2022-04-21T20:44:44Z
productivity,whatsapp,slack,messenger,skype,gitter,telegram,hangouts,hipchat,gmail,inbox,outlook,protonmail,tweetdeck	BlankUp	Markdown	editor	witch	clarity	+1	Latest	Release	2016-09-02T02:18:37Z	markdown,editor,productivity	PamFax	A	cross-platform	app	for	sending	and	receiving	faxes	Added	2016-08-04
fax,productivity,communication,utility	Demio	A	Webinar	Platform	Built	for	Inbound	Marketing	and	Sales	Added	2016-07-27	webinar,marketing,b2b,live	streaming	Electorrent	An	Electron	remote	client	app	for	uTorrent	server	Latest	Release	2021-11-17T07:44:52Z	utorrent,remote,client,magnet	homebrew	cask	UbAuth	App	to	help	developers	create
access	tokens	for	Uber	applications	with	OAuth	2.0	Latest	Release	2016-07-24T22:13:43Z	uber,api,oauth,developer,tools	WordMark	A	lightweight	blog	publishing	editor	for	Markdown	writers	Added	2016-07-25	markdown,editor	Glyphr	Studio	Free	font	design	tool	for	hobbyists.	Latest	Release	2021-12-22T19:45:11Z	windows,update	Tilde	Beautiful
and	elegant	podcast	client.	Added	2020-07-28	homebrew	cask	TaskView	Local	service	for	daily	planning,	aimed	at	achieving	results.	Latest	Release	2021-02-17T22:37:22Z	browser,material,extensions,plugins,react	WriteBar	Distraction-free	text	editor,	that	displays	focus	text	line	right	over	the	keyboard	(on	the	Macbook	Pro	TouchBar).	Added	2017-
03-06	graphics,images,editor,svg,png,design,sketch,ui,ux	Katana	Open-source	screenshot	utility	that	lives	in	your	menubar	Latest	Release	2019-03-16T16:10:09Z	screenshot,cloud,share,upload	gitmoji	An	emoji	guide	for	your	commit	messages	Latest	Release	2022-02-11T19:17:10Z	git,emoji,developer	tools,mac	nuclear	Multiplatform	music	player	that
streams	from	multiple	sources	Added	2017-02-27	music,player,stream,Youtube,last.fm,desktop	devdocs-app	A	full-featured	desktop	app	for	DevDocs.io.	Latest	Release	2022-03-31T02:21:29Z	video,player,subtitles,reversing,time	stretching,looping	Codex	Free	note-taking	software	for	programmers	and	CS	students.	Latest	Release	2021-02-
26T20:26:25Z	todo,tasks,list,react,webapp	Tough	Cookies	Flash	cards	study	and	management	app	with	Markdown	and	WYSIWYG	support.	Added	2021-01-09	file-manager,file-browser	spofly	Desktop	app	to	find	lyrics	of	currently	playing	song	on	spotify.	Latest	Release	2021-02-21T00:06:23Z	Discord,Rich	Presence,Website,Service,integration	Dusk
Player	Minimal	music	player	for	your	desktop.	Added	2020-08-22	karaoke,video,mpv	Singlebox	All-in-One	Messenger.	Latest	Release	2021-12-16T16:55:30Z	Animation,WebGL,Game	Development	Strimio	Free	cloud-based	streaming	service	that	provides	you	access	to	tens	of	thousands	of	live	streams	from	all	over	the	world.	The	code	is	freely
available	under	the	GNU	LGPL	license.	These	percentages	are	given	below	along	with	the	major	subtopics	included	in	each	content	category.	Added	2017-03-14	kanban,taskmanagement,premium,free,teams,projectmanagement,management	Fudget	The	budget	planner	you	can	actually	use	Added	2017-03-13
budget,planner,personal,finance,tracker,money,spending,pennies,monthly,budgeting,balance,bills,management,accounting,app,home,daily,manager	Boostnote	Simple	note-taking	app	for	programmers	Latest	Release	2017-12-23T03:54:50Z	notes	Sejda	PDF	Desktop	Pleasant	and	productive	PDF	software	that	you'll	love	to	use	Added	2017-03-09
PDF,document,editor,productivity	Eagle	Organizing	Ideas	Has	Never	Been	Easier	Added	2017-03-06	Inspiration,Design,Sketch,Screenshot,Mac,Windows,Productivity	Gravit	Designer	A	vector	based	design	tool	similar	to	sketch	or	figma.	Latest	Release	2021-11-03T18:15:52Z	discord,bot,scratch,javascript,bot	maker,discord	bot	maker,dbm,desktop
TwitterTron	It	is	a	standalone	desktop	twitter	client	written	in	typescript	and	react.	Added	2019-10-25	note,notes,note	taking,encrypted,collaborative,markdown,sync,tasks	Ferdi	All	your	messaging	services	in	one	place.	Latest	Release	2022-03-12T20:35:48Z	reader,feed	reader,rss	reader,news	reader,reading,news	Tagstoo	Software	to	tag	folders	and
files,	with	multimedia	and	epubs	preview.	Latest	Release	2020-09-28T12:24:41Z	image,photo,photography,gallery,editing,photo-manager	Upcount	Invoicing	made	easy.	ASE	has	reached	revision	1000	(16	July	2009).	Work	completely	offline.	Latest	Release	2020-05-10T13:11:58Z	browser	raycho	Static	site	generator	with	GUI.	Latest	Release	2020-11-
28T18:51:17Z	converter,audio	converter,video	converter,audio	codec,ffmpeg	CLtracer	GPU	profiling	and	optimization	on	all	OpenCL	platforms.	It	is	compatible	with	Windows,	Mac,	Ubuntu	/	Debian	and	Redhat.	ASE	version	3.3	released	(11	January	2010).	Added	2020-07-11	time	tracker,time	management,project
management,timesheets,collaboration,time	cards,time	reports	LightProxy	Open-source	web	debugging	proxy.	Added	2021-04-07	flashcards,flash	cards,study,aid,education,learning,exam,school,university	Mingo	Manage	your	MongoDB	databases	with	Mingo	-	a	fast,	reliable,	safe	and	intuitive	MongoDB	admin.	Latest	Release	2016-08-25T10:45:30Z
gmail,mail,menubar,taskbar,tray,html,desktop	Insomnia	REST	API	Client	Latest	Release	2022-04-28T12:19:26Z	REST	Client,HTTP,API,developer	tools,GraphQL	homebrew	cask	QMUI	Web	Manage	projects	based	on	QMUI	Web	Framework.	Added	2020-11-16	"C'YaPass",passwords,password,cyapass	Trivia	Desktop	App	that	allows	you	to	play	multiple-
choice	trivia	and	grind	points.	Latest	Release	2022-02-02T12:31:03Z	timer,work,rest,time	management,pomodoro,productivity,time,minimalist,basic,efficiency	Zulip	It	combines	the	immediacy	of	real-time	chat	with	an	email	threading	model.	Added	2020-11-14	games,gaming,music,videogame,community,custom,usercontent,vue	StudioTrans	One-click
subtitle	recognition	to	speed	up	your	creation.	It	goals	is	to	help	you	do	deep	work.	Added	2019-11-02	browser,responsive,design,testing	Infiniti	Clips	Free,	open	source	hybrid	clipboard	application	available	for	Windows	and	macOS.	Added	2020-09-29	react,redux,todo,bookmarks,task	manager,notes,menubar	Mr.Dclutterer	Minimal	app	that	organize
and	rename	files	on	the	go.	Latest	Release	2022-04-19T13:21:40Z	SQL,visualization	Missive	The	one	app	for	team	email	and	chat.	Latest	Release	2022-04-24T03:34:34Z	bootstrap,css,design,styles	GraphQL	Playground	GraphQL	IDE	for	better	development	workflows	Latest	Release	2019-02-23T13:55:00Z
GraphQL,data,database,IDE,editor,developer,API	Dat	Peer	to	peer	data	sharing	app	built	for	humans	Latest	Release	2020-02-18T06:32:34Z	p2p,filesharing,hosting,decentralization,database,datastore,publishing,education	homebrew	cask	GraphiQL	A	GUI	for	editing	and	testing	GraphQL	queries	and	mutations	Latest	Release	2018-03-22T17:53:17Z
GraphQL,data,databases,GitHub,API,development	WebCatalog	Turn	Any	Websites	Into	Real	Desktop	Apps	Added	2017-10-21	app	store,create	desktop	app,real	app,site-specific	browser,browser,fluid,fluidapp,productivity,ssb	homebrew	cask	Serina	GUI	for	create	translation	files	for	i18next	Latest	Release	2020-06-15T22:42:57Z	gui,web
development,programming,productivity,translation,i18next	Mailspring	Fast,	efficient	mail	client	for	Mac,	Windows,	and	Linux.	Added	2016-09-21	React,Markdown,Note,Redux,Codemirror	Mixmax	See	every	action	on	your	emails	in	real-time.	Latest	Release	2019-09-27T14:08:16Z	Proxy,Checker	wnr	A	timer	app	with	strong	expansibility	for
computers.	Added	2021-04-20	search,development,productivity	homebrew	cask	Socially	Organise	all	your	socials	into	just	one	app.	Latest	Release	2022-05-02T16:42:24Z	characters,code	points,emoji,javascript,properties,regex,set,unicode,unihan,utility	Zap	Cross	platform	Lightning	Network	wallet	focused	on	user	experience	and	ease	of	use	⚡	.
Added	2019-11-01	testing,automation,e2e,testcafe,end-to-end,automated	tests,cross	browser	testing,web	testing,e2e	testing,functional	testing,mobile	testing,developer	tools,testing	framework	Commandeer	The	#1	developer	IDE	to	manage	your	serverless	and	container	infrastructures,	both	locally	and	in	the	cloud.	Also	available	on	mobile	and
terminal.	Available	as	macOS	app,	Windows	app,	iOS	app,	Android	app,	Web	app.	Latest	Release	2021-02-26T21:04:59Z	twitter	Waifu2x	GUI	Upscales	anime-styled	images,	gifs,	and	videos	with	waifu2x.	Latest	Release	2022-02-16T09:13:34Z	player,music,howler,howl,pure,foobar2k,foobar2000	LogSnag	Sends	you	notifications	for	anything	you	want	to
track	and	creates	a	timelines.	Latest	Release	2021-11-29T18:22:37Z	wallpaper	Lax	Friendly	IRC	client.	Compose	anywhere.	Drag	content	without	having	to	open	side-by-side	windows.	ASE	version	3.20.0	released	(8	August	2020).	Added	2016-07-01	yout,player,youtube,desktop,playlist	ProtoPie	Code-free	prototyping	tool	for	smart	devices
Added	2016-06-27	Prototyping,Microinteraction,Code-free,Prototyping	Tool,Designers	tool	Vrap	360	media	player	Added	2016-06-22	360	video,360	player,VR	Player,360	panorama	player,make	360	video,krpano,developer	tools	Jasper	A	flexible	and	powerful	issue	reader	for	GitHub	Latest	Release	2022-01-16T06:51:57Z
github,issue,reader,tracker,notification,browser,developer	tools	GaussSense	Desktop	Experience	the	powerful	prototyping	toolkit	instantly.	Latest	Release	2016-05-31T09:05:32Z	image,photo,gallery	homebrew	cask	Min	A	smarter	web	browser	Latest	Release	2022-03-29T00:44:41Z	browser,privacy	Soundnode	Unofficial	desktop	client	for	Soundcloud.
The	Physics	Test	administered	beginning	in	April	2021	yields	three	subscores	in	addition	to	the	total	score:	(1)	Classical	Mechanics,	(2)	Electromagnetism,	and	(3)	Quantum	Mechanics	and	Atomic	Physics.	Latest	Release	2019-11-20T04:24:07Z	todos,tasks,lists,todo,reminders,checklist,note,timemanage	EBTCalc	Programmable	Reverse	Polish	Notation
(RPN)	calculator.	Latest	Release	2022-04-15T23:51:07Z	fair,metadata,curation,sharing,windows,macos,ubuntu	csgo-tracker	App	that	lets	you	track	your	Counter-Strike:	Global	Offensive	matches	and	stats.	Latest	Release	2021-11-18T17:28:04Z	whiteboard	Redis	GUI	(unofficial)		Modern	graphical	user	interface	to	peek	into	redis	database.	Launch,
ask	your	guests	to	connect	to	your	app,	and	they	can	request	songs	to	sing	on	the	big	screen.	Latest	Release	2021-05-15T15:13:36Z	download-manager,bittorrent,magnet,bt,aria2	homebrew	cask	qikQR	Minimal	app	that	creates	QR	codes.	Phys.	Latest	Release	2022-04-14T04:39:09Z	data-visualization,data-smoothing,data-analysis,3D-plot,surface-
plot,data-manipulation,data-fiting,regresssion	analysis	Rainbow	Board	22nd	Century	Whiteboard	App	For	Linux,	Windows	And	Mac.	Added	2017-01-12	WebGL,3D,rendering	Shift	Switch	between	multiple	Gmail,	Calendar	and	Drive	accounts	with	ease.	Matter:	The	Atomic	Simulation	Environment	|	A	Python	library	for	working	with	atoms	(7	June
2017).	Added	2018-02-26	Janus,Workspace,janus,workspace,productivity,browser,web,multiple,paid,subscription,unclutter,community	driven	StudyMD	Flashcards	from	Markdown.	Added	2022-03-19	novel,writing,writer	LoT	-	Lot	of	Things	Organize	and	search	things	via	custom	properties.	Easy	sorting	and	filtering	by	all	parameters.	Added	2017-09-
30	fotojet,design,photo	editor,effects,facebook,youtube,instagram,flyer,poster,card,invitation,banner,logo,magazine,birthday,wedding	GitHoard	Hoard	git	repositories	with	ease	Latest	Release	2020-07-15T11:19:31Z	git,code,developer,tool,productivity	Mockoon	Mock	REST	APIs	in	seconds	Latest	Release	2022-03-05T20:15:26Z
api,rest,server,mock,mocking	Twitch	Fast	and	free	communication	for	gamers	Added	2017-09-13	games	jamovi	powerful	statistical	spreadsheet	powered	by	R	Latest	Release	2021-03-02T03:06:50Z	spreadsheet,statistics	Unofficial	Zalo	The	unofficial	Zalo	messaging	app	Latest	Release	2019-06-21T22:26:47Z	chat,messaging,productivity	JumpFm	A	file
manager	with	Superpowers	Latest	Release	2017-08-31T17:44:17Z	file	manager,developers,git	Extraterm	Swiss	army	chainsaw	of	terminal	emulators	Added	2017-09-05	terminal,typescript	Auryo	Unofficial	multiplatform	SoundCloud®	app	for	your	desktop	Latest	Release	2020-05-24T21:48:20Z	music,player,Soundcloud	Backlog	Simple	desktop	app	for
storing	lists	of	items	(todo,	tasks,	backlog	items)	Latest	Release	2018-08-09T19:50:01Z	tasks,manager,todo,items,backlog,organizer,simple	Tusk	Refined	Evernote	desktop	app	Latest	Release	2019-05-20T19:33:39Z	note,productivity,note-taking,evernote	WAIL	Collection	Based	Personal	Web	Archiving	Latest	Release	2017-06-13T06:20:11Z	web
archiving,WARC,browser	based	presrevation,web	archive	collections,personal	web	archiving,high	fidelity	preservation	Browserosaurus	Browser	prompter	for	macOS.	Added	2018-02-05	music,productivity,utilities	WhatsApp	Free	IM,	voice	&	video	calls	Added	2018-02-05	free	calls,free	online	calls,free	calls	on	mobile,messaging,chat,voip	Code	Notes	A
simple	code	snippet	manager	for	developers	built	with	Electron	&	Vue.js	Latest	Release	2020-05-27T21:36:06Z	snippets,manager,code,developers,vuejs,vue2	Dict	A	simple	dictionary	application	which	can	export	history.	The	approximate	percentages	of	the	test	on	the	major	content	topics	have	been	set	by	the	committee	of	examiners,	with	input	from
a	nationwide	survey	of	undergraduate	physics	curricula.	Record	and	recall	without	breaking	your	flow.	Latest	Release	2020-02-26T21:27:09Z	todometer,to-do	list,todo,Productivity,task,focus	Figma	The	collaborative	interface	design	tool.	Latest	Release	2020-07-21T08:24:11Z	private	cryptocurrency	tracker,privacy,crypto	portfolio,bitcoin	Recode
Converter	Modern	&	simple	audio	converter	for	video	files.	Added	2021-07-20	collaboration,communication,communities,community,ephemeral,forum,peer-to-peer,privacy	Tess	Hackable,	simple,	rapid	and	beautiful	terminal	app	for	the	new	era	of	technology.	Nearly	all	the	questions	in	the	test	will	relate	to	material	in	this	listing;	however,	there	may
be	occasional	questions	on	other	topics	not	explicitly	listed	here.	Latest	Release	2021-01-12T13:29:03Z	Covid-19	zonote	Sticky	notes	+	Markdown	+	Tabs.	Latest	Release	2022-03-10T13:17:55Z	journal,ideas,calendar,notes,diary,editor	stay-hydrated	Reminder	to	drink	water.	Added	2021-01-09	graphic	design,vector	editor,publisher,animated	logo
maker,logo	maker,flyer	maker	Fileside	Modern,	tiling	file	manager	with	unlimited	panes.	Visualize	SQL	queries	as	you	type.	Latest	Release	2019-08-14T10:13:43Z	kubectl,kubernetes,devops,k8s,port-forwarding	homebrew	cask	Mikropausen	Desktop	reminders	for	taking	small	breaks	in	order	to	stay	healthy.	No	terminal	needed.	Latest	Release	2021-
03-10T14:46:01Z	clipboard,clipboard-history,clipboard-manager	ElectroCRUD	Code	free	database	CRUD	Application	for	MySQL	&	Postres.	Latest	Release	2022-02-05T11:03:08Z	redis,ui,admin,gui,dark,theme,internationalization	Superscript	A	text	editor	for	comic	book	writers	Added	2018-10-29	comic,comics,comic	book,comic	books,editor,script
editor,text	editor,writing,word	processor	Altair	GraphQL	Client	Beautiful	feature-rich	GraphQL	Client	for	all	platforms	Latest	Release	2022-03-06T15:28:03Z	graphql,graphql-ide,graphql-client,opensource	homebrew	cask	MoviePrint	With	MoviePrint	you	can	create	screenshots	of	entire	movies	in	an	instant.	Latest	Release	2022-04-29T07:58:54Z
image,viewer,pan,wheelzoom	Local	Mock	Server	This	is	simple	tool	for	creating	mock	API	locally.	Added	2019-02-19	conversion,transcoding,videos	Hyperspace	A	fluffy	client	for	Mastodon	Added	2019-02-19	Unicopedia	Plus	Set	of	Unicode,	Unihan	&	emoji	utilities	wrapped	into	one	single	app.	Latest	Release	2021-12-22T12:44:46Z	notes,note
taking,todo,markdown,react,tasks,keyboard	Git-it	Desktop	App	for	learning	Git	and	GitHub.	Latest	Release	2020-05-11T19:48:09Z	todo,task	management,kanban,personal,markdown,productivity,agile	DomTerm	Multi-pane	terminal	emulator.	Latest	Release	2018-10-13T19:45:20Z	jira,angular,dark-theme	Advanced	REST	Client	REST	client	application
for	developers	Latest	Release	2022-03-02T23:51:55Z	REST,REST	client,HTTP,request,developer	i18n	Manager	The	app	that	will	help	to	manage	your	app	translations.	Added	2021-07-16	background,tai,studio,lyna,open-source,share,free,social,links,promote	passky	Simple	and	secure	password	manager.	Added	2017-01-24	Graphics,Drawing,Vector
Illyriad	4X	Grand	Strategy	MMO	Game	Added	2017-01-17	games,steam,grand	strategy,mmo	ReqView	Simple	yet	powerful	software	and	system	requirements	management	tool.	Latest	Release	2022-05-05T13:23:39Z	sftp,xshell,next	shell,shell,terminal	shell,powershell,nxshell	U	Stair	Application	to	organise	university	programs	curriculum	and
schedules.	Added	2020-10-14	database,sql,mysql,sql	server,postgresql,visualizer,no-code	VuPC	WebRTC	screensharing.	Added	2017-05-05	graphics,images,editor,svg,sketch,vector,ui,ux	homebrew	cask	Rebaslight	Easy	to	use	video	special	effects	editor	Latest	Release	2022-04-23T19:11:59Z	special	effects,video	editor,sfx,lightsaber,muzzle-
flash,lightning,laser	Phiewer	The	standard	media	viewer	for	Mac	Added	2017-05-03	Image	Viewer,Video	Viewer,Audio	Player,Fast,Simple,Ambience,EXIF,Folder,Browse	Folder	TEA	Ebook	Application	TEA	Ebook	pour	Mac	/	Windows	/	Linux	Added	2017-04-27	ebook,Reader,epub,PDF	Headset	Discover,	collect	and	listen	to	music	from	YouTube
Added	2017-04-25	Music,YouTube	Testrec	Record,	playback	and	export	protractor	tests	in	seconds	Added	2017-04-19	protractor,tests,tool,frontend,development	Matrix	Writer	Modern	cross	platform	blog	editor.	Web-page	now	uses	the	Read	the	Docs	Sphinx	Theme	(20	February	2016).	Latest	Release	2022-04-29T16:00:08Z
database,sql,mysql,postgres,sqlite,mongodb,mssql,excel,csv	Copy2	Clipboard	manager.	Trackabi	is	an	excellent	choice	for	freelancers,	small	&	medium-sized	enterprises.	In	each	category,	the	subtopics	are	listed	roughly	in	order	of	decreasing	importance	for	inclusion	in	the	test.	Added	2021-07-17	dev	tools,development,JWT	verify,Base64
decode,JSON	format,YAML	to	JSON,XML	beautify,UUID	Generate,HTML	Beautify,RegExp	Tester,Unix	Time	Converter	白前	看图片，用白前，当代前沿看图软件，越看越顺手.	Added	2020-07-22	compress,video,easy,brake,reduce,file,size,smaller,quality,encode,codec	heads-tails	SmartHoldem	Heads	or	Tails	Blockchain	Multiplayer	Game.	It	supports	Redis	6.
Latest	Release	2022-02-01T20:52:47Z	free	time	tracking,cross-platform,time	tracker,online	timer,productivity,productivity	tools	Utilso	All-in-one	tools	for	developers.	CLASSICAL	MECHANICS	—	20%	(such	as	kinematics,	Newton's	laws,	work	and	energy,	oscillatory	motion,	rotational	motion	about	a	fixed	axis,	dynamics	of	systems	of	particles,	central
forces	and	celestial	mechanics,	three-dimensional	particle	dynamics,	Lagrangian	and	Hamiltonian	formalism,	noninertial	reference	frames,	elementary	topics	in	fluid	dynamics)	ELECTROMAGNETISM	—	18%	(such	as	electrostatics,	currents	and	DC	circuits,	magnetic	fields	in	free	space,	Lorentz	force,	induction,	Maxwell's	equations	and	their
applications,	electromagnetic	waves,	AC	circuits,	magnetic	and	electric	fields	in	matter)	OPTICS	AND	WAVE	PHENOMENA	—	9%	(such	as	wave	properties,	superposition,	interference,	diffraction,	geometrical	optics,	polarization,	Doppler	effect)	THERMODYNAMICS	AND	STATISTICAL	MECHANICS	—	10%	(such	as	the	laws	of	thermodynamics,
thermodynamic	processes,	equations	of	state,	ideal	gases,	kinetic	theory,	ensembles,	statistical	concepts	and	calculation	of	thermodynamic	quantities,	thermal	expansion	and	heat	transfer)	QUANTUM	MECHANICS	—	12%	(such	as	fundamental	concepts,	solutions	of	the	Schrödinger	equation	(including	square	wells,	harmonic	oscillators,	and
hydrogenic	atoms),	spin,	angular	momentum,	wave	function	symmetry,	elementary	perturbation	theory)	ATOMIC	PHYSICS	—	10%	(such	as	properties	of	electrons,	Bohr	model,	energy	quantization,	atomic	structure,	atomic	spectra,	selection	rules,	black-body	radiation,	x-rays,	atoms	in	electric	and	magnetic	fields)	SPECIAL	RELATIVITY	—	6%	(such	as
introductory	concepts,	time	dilation,	length	contraction,	simultaneity,	energy	and	momentum,	four-vectors	and	Lorentz	transformation,	velocity	addition)	LABORATORY	METHODS	—	6%	(such	as	data	and	error	analysis,	electronics,	instrumentation,	radiation	detection,	counting	statistics,	interaction	of	charged	particles	with	matter,	lasers	and	optical
interferometers,	dimensional	analysis,	fundamental	applications	of	probability	and	statistics)	SPECIALIZED	TOPICS	—	9%	Nuclear	and	Particle	physics	(e.g.,	nuclear	properties,	radioactive	decay,	fission	and	fusion,	reactions,	fundamental	properties	of	elementary	particles),	Condensed	Matter	(e.g.,	crystal	structure,	x-ray	diffraction,	thermal
properties,	electron	theory	of	metals,	semiconductors,	superconductors),	Miscellaneous	(e.g.,	astrophysics,	mathematical	methods,	computer	applications)	Those	taking	the	test	should	be	familiar	with	certain	mathematical	methods	and	their	applications	in	physics.	ASE	version	3.4	released	(23	April	2010).	Latest	Release	2020-07-30T18:21:01Z
soundboard,mp3	Master	Tour	The	industry	leading	entertainment	tour	management	platform	used	globally	by	traveling	professionals.	Latest	Release	2022-05-01T14:32:56Z	Internet,Browser,Open	Source	CBETA	Reader	2	(Unofficial)	CBETA	Reader	2	is	a	Buddhist	text	reader	app.	Latest	Release	2021-05-25T15:17:34Z	note-taking,sticky-
notes,markdown,tabs,offline-first,notes	Bevel	Download	Manager	Open-source	and	cross-platform	download	manager.	Latest	Release	2020-08-07T10:33:03Z	Image	crop	Slapdash	The	operating	system	for	work.	Added	2019-11-16	rpn,calculator,programmable,Javascript,windows,linux,osx	Last	Hit	Automation	testing	solution	aimed	at	development
and	operation	team.	Added	2019-05-23	reader,feed	reader,rss	reader,news	reader,reading,news	Stockifier	Notification	and	insights	app	for	stock	markets.	Latest	Release	2022-04-12T13:29:00Z	notes	GDevelop	The	game	engine	for	everyone.	Added	2019-07-16	wordpress,flywheel,wp-cli,wpengine	Raider	for	Instagram	API-Less	instagram	downloader.
Latest	Release	2022-04-24T18:58:39Z	taskview,electron-vue,dark-theme,vue,vuetify,tasks,reports,better-sqlite3	Assessment	Disaggregation	Uses	pre-	and	post-test	exam	files	from	most	exam	systems	to	determine	true	learning.	Latest	Release	2020-08-23T13:11:27Z	novel	writing	software,character	development	software	Karaoke	Mugen	Karaoke
session	manager	and	player	for	parties	and	events.	Latest	Release	2022-04-05T00:44:03Z	google	apps,browser,all	apps	in	one	app,productivity	Copy	2	Online	Cloud-based	multiplatform	clipboard	manager	that	allows	you	to	access,	view,	and	manage	your	copy	history.	Latest	Release	2022-04-28T14:11:46Z
mysql,sql,sqlite,postgresql,mssql,redis,cassandra,mongodb	sqlui-native	Cross	platform	desktop	application	that	supports	brightness	adjustment	for	integrated	laptop	monitor	as	well	as	external	monitors	and	dark	mode	toggle	supporting	Windows	and	MacOSX	at	the	moment.	Latest	Release	2020-06-21T14:19:55Z	pomodoro	technique,work
timer,segmenter,minimalist,basic	Everdo	Task	management	(to-do)	app	for	Linux,	Windows	and	Mac.	Latest	Release	2020-05-29T14:17:51Z	mini,diary,journal,text,editor	NorthReader	RSS	Feed	Reader	created	with	love	and	determination	of	progression	in	a	pioneer	world	of	digital	media.	Latest	Release	2021-10-23T15:18:11Z	App	Store,Cross
Platform	Fifo	This	is	a	privacy	orientated	browser.	Regex	Tester,	JWT	Verify,	Format	JSON,	Decode	base64,	Code	Beautify	and	more.	Latest	Release	2018-06-09T15:02:49Z	flashcards,react-app,markdown	Final-Countdown	Generates	a	running	clock	counting	down	to	the	second	of	one's	death.	Free	and	open	source,	finally	Added	2016-02-29	games
Argo	An	open	source	trading	platform	Added	2016-02-23	trading	Postman	Build,	test	and	document	your	APIs	Added	2016-02-22	developer	Presets.io	Easy	preset	management	for	Adobe	Lightroom	Added	2016-02-22	photo	Remember	Business	card	management	Added	2016-02-17	Business	KeeWeb	Free	cross-platform	password	manager	compatible
with	KeePass	Latest	Release	2021-07-18T14:53:06Z	password	manager,keepass,kdbx,security	homebrew	cask	Turbo	Download	Manager	An	open-source	multi-threading	download	manager	Added	2016-02-07	manager	Discord	Imagine	a	place	Added	2016-02-03	chat	Mongotron	Cross	platform	MongoDB	management	Added	2016-01-17	MongoDB	Hozz
A	better	way	to	manage	your	hosts	Added	2016-01-02	hosts	WordPress.com	A	desktop	app	for	WordPress	Added	2015-12-17	Productivity	Laverna	Side-by-side	Markdown	editor	with	optional	encrypted	sync	Added	2015-12-06	writing,markdown,editor	Caret	Markdown	editor	for	Mac	/	Windows	/	Linux	Added	2015-11-23	editor	Wire	The	most	secure
collaboration	platform.	Built	with	Electron.	Added	2019-09-24	browser,account,Chrome,Browserosaurus,Choosy,Browser	Selector	Helios	Launcher	Custom	Launcher	for	Modded	Minecraft.	Latest	Release	2022-03-11T11:52:23Z	epic	games	launcher,epic	games	linux,lutris,heroic,heroic	games	launcher,linux	mediaChips	Adding	metadata	to	local
media,	organizing	and	browsing.	Added	2016-06-06	chat,business,orgainzation,team	Cypress	Automated	test	runner	for	web	applications	Latest	Release	2022-04-25T17:59:58Z	testing,developer	tools,web	development	Deco	IDE	React	Native	IDE	with	component	management	Latest	Release	2016-07-01T21:36:16Z	react,react	native,developer	tools,ide
Tweeten	A	better	TweetDeck	experience	Added	2016-05-31	twitter,tweetdeck,tweetdeck	for	windows	JANDI	Team	Communication	for	Businesses	Added	2016-05-30	messenger,collaboration	Vectr	Free	Design	App	For	Web	+	Desktop	Added	2016-05-30	design,editor	Istrolid	Fleet	Design	Strategy	Game	Added	2016-05-28	games,strategy	Collectie	Your
personal	galaxy	of	inspiration	Added	2016-05-27	collection,inspiration,database,design,Productivity	lightgallery	A	modern,	electron	and	nodejs	based	image	viewer	for	Mac,	Windows	and	Linux.	Latest	Release	2022-01-27T10:52:33Z	cpu,settings,turbo,boost,linux,system,battery	glue	Data	pipeline	and	automation	tool.	Added	2018-06-18	design,version
control,abstract,sketch,image,editor,vector,prototyping	Cells	An	Implementation	of	Conways	Game	of	Life	Latest	Release	2018-05-31T17:31:15Z	conway,game,life,cell,automata	Mindmapp	Draw	effective	mind	maps	in	a	few	minutes.	Latest	Release	2021-02-11T07:02:02Z	rss,rss-reader,typescript,react,redux	Birds	Kitchen	Free	and	open	source	recipe
manager.	Makes	you	super	productive!	Latest	Release	2022-04-22T16:15:24Z	todo,time	tracker,jira,task	management,productivity	Voice	Notifies	Desktop	app	compatible	with	Google	Voice	Added	2018-06-21	Google	Voice,Google	Voice	Desktop	App,Google	Voice	Mac	app,Google	Voice	Mac	Menu	Bar,Google	Voice	Notifier,Google	Voice	Macintosh
Application,Chat,Text	Messaging,Android	Text	Messaging	octopi-init	A	Node.js	&	Electron	application	for	easily	configuring	your	freshly-imaged	OctoPi	microSD	adapter	Added	2018-06-19	octoprint,octopi,nodejs,javascript,microsd-management,raspberry-pi-3,raspberry-pi	Reversee	Reverse	Proxy	Web	Debugger	Added	2018-06-19	reverse	proxy,web
debugger,javascript,developer,software,network	Abstract	A	platform	for	modern	design	teams	to	work	together.	Added	2020-01-28	notes,ideas,tasks,kanban,organize,research,collaboration,board,braindump,brainstorm,plan	Polypane	The	browser	for	building	great	web	experiences.	Added	2019-09-25	breaks,timer,micropause	Account	Surfer	Quickly
switch	between	accounts	and	browsers	with	Account	Surfer.	Latest	Release	2022-04-29T03:55:25Z	zulip,chat,productivity,networking,social	HBBatchBeast	A	GUI	application	for	Handbrake	on	Windows,	macOS	and	Linux	with	an	emphasis	on	batch	conversion	(including	recursive	folder	scans	and	folder	watching).	Added	2016-12-23
cloud,cloudtag,easy,easier,file,files,hashtag,sharing	easier,sharing	files,tag,utility	fangyuanjian	a	collaboration	and	messaging	app	for	small-to-medium	sized	businesses.	Latest	Release	2020-08-20T05:57:45Z	ai,music,spotify,weather,siri,cortana	bibisco	Novel	writing	software	that	helps	you	to	write	your	novel,	in	a	simple	way.	Added	2020-09-15
svg,vector,editor,graphics,design,images	Sononym	Cross-platform	sample	browser	with	several	innovative	features,	such	as	similarity-based	audio	search	and	automatic	sound	categorization.	Added	2020-09-15	music,productivity,utilities	T.Viewer	Cross-platform	Tizen	Log	Viewer.	Latest	Release	2022-01-23T14:01:34Z	Lightning
Network,Bitcoin,Litecoin,Wallet	Front	Reinventing	the	email	inbox	with	new	workflows	and	efficient	collaboration.	Latest	Release	2019-12-20T06:14:02Z	remote	pc,remote	access,open	source,experimental,full	stack	Lode	Universal	graphical	interface	for	unit	testing.	Bugfix	release:	ASE	version	3.5.1	(24	May	2011).	Latest	Release	2020-08-
21T04:21:57Z	Terrain,Map,Procedural	generation	Color	Ramp	Formulator	Algorithmically-defined	color	ramps	generator,	making	use	of	formulas.	View,	query,	edit	and	visualize	data	super	fast.	This	tool	enables	making	ISK	through	hauling	or	station	trading.	Added	2019-11-12	messaging,chat,team,schedule,collaboration,communicate,timelines
Switch	Crossplatform	key+combo	window	manager.	Latest	Release	2022-03-08T10:52:14Z	classroom,online-classroom,whiteboard,rtc,rtm,virtual-classroom,e-class,agora,e-learning	Morgen	All-in-one	calendars	and	tasks.	It	gets	Buddhist	text	data	from	CBETA	APIs.	Latest	Release	2022-04-27T05:25:45Z	CBETA,Buddhist,Tripitaka	Dopamine	Elegant
audio	player	which	tries	to	make	organizing	and	listening	to	music	as	simple	and	pretty	as	possible.	Added	2022-03-19	remote	powershell,remote	desktop,virtual	terminal,unattended	access,remote	access,security,RMM	Forget	Me	Not	Reminder,	counter	and	social	app	for	people	who	love	to	watch	series	or	anime.	Added	2017-12-15	picture	in
picture,productivity,tool,video,player	Free	Chess	Club	Play	Online	Chess	on	the	Free	Internet	Chess	Server!	Added	2017-12-15	games,chess,fics,ics	Kobiton	A	powerful	platform	that	lets	you	create	the	perfect	test	cloud	to	meet	the	demands	of	your	mobile	teams.	Added	2020-07-17	data	visualization,3d	TrackingTime	Set	and	forget	Time	Tracking.
Mingo	has	a	modern	design	and	lots	of	useful	features.	Latest	Release	2022-02-02T15:55:11Z	todo,productivity,task	manager,todo	manager,reminders,lists	ExpressLRS	Configurator	App	to	build	&	flash	ExpressLRS	firmware.	Latest	Release	2021-06-17T14:26:22Z	browser,seo,vpn,local,search	engine,testing,screenshot	Dynobase	Professional	GUI
Client	for	DynamoDB.	Latest	Release	2021-02-15T06:55:23Z	terminal,command-line,tasks,tools,organize,nodejs,react	r2e-todoworks	Todo	list	r2e-todoworks,	which	can	create	sticky	notes	with	emoji	status.	Added	2021-01-10	urlparser,base64,colorpicker,jwt,decoder,url,encoder,uuid,regex,OCR	Yet-Another-Gitbook-Reader	YAGR	is	yet	another
gitbook	reader	built	upon	`nodegit`/`typeorm`/`docsify`/`@swimlane/docpa-core`,	multilingual	support	is	available.	Latest	Release	2019-09-30T14:54:30Z	free	time	tracking,time	management,time	tracker	for	small	business,productivity,productivity	tools,time	tracking	software,time	tracker,online	timer,timesheets,time	management	system,employee
time	tracking,time	tracking	tools,productivity	tracking,time	track	sheet,work	hours	Ses	MacOS	tray	app	to	control	Sonos	speakers	ecosystem.	Latest	Release	2020-10-13T08:52:51Z	clipboard,native,osx,mac,clipboard	manager	Hoster	Hosts	configuration	tools	Added	2017-06-28	hosts,hoster,host,switch,manage,development,hostnames,ip,address,dns
ProDoctor	Medicamentos	Look	up	medicines,	read	their	information	leaflets	and	find	alternatives.	Latest	Release	2019-09-07T16:55:08Z	webkiosk,jiit,college,wrapper,utility	WizardMirror	Convert	your	Raspberry	Pi	into	a	mysterious	mirror,	with	powers.	Latest	Release	2022-04-26T20:17:24Z	iptv,video,player,m3u,internet,opensource,tv	Focused	Task
MacOS	menu	bar	todo	app	built	with	React	and	Redux.	Added	2020-07-23	tour,management,music,concert,crew,event,show,band,musician,hotel,travel,schedule,set,guest,road,bus,venue	Compress	Reduce	the	size	of	any	video.	Added	2021-06-01	Redis,admin,redis-desktop-manager,redis-client,redis-desktop,redis-gui,db,databases,develop	Repic	Plug-
in-based	image	compression	tool,	supports	many	well-known	compression	schemes.	Added	2018-06-18	notes,tasks,wikis,kanban,spreadsheet,database,collaboration	Pullp	Dashboard	for	monitoring	pull	requests	and	reviews	across	your	Github	repos.	You	own	your	data.	Latest	Release	2021-07-12T15:44:17Z	tizen,log,viewer,development	HashTag	App
to	play	with	hash.	Indeed,	you	are	the	network.	Added	2018-01-23	game,roguelike,survival,sandbox	Web	Net	Chromium	Web	Browser	Added	2018-01-23	web	development,browser,developer	tools	Zettlr	Write	Markdown	with	Zettelkasten	and	citation	support	and	manage	your	book	and	paper	projects	Latest	Release	2022-04-08T18:24:53Z
markdown,editor,writing,academic,export,share	XMind	ZEN	A	whole	new	amazing	mind	mapping	tool.	Added	2020-08-08	OpenCL,Performance,Optimization,Profiling,Profiler,Analyzer,GPGPU,GPU,HPC	Demoflow	Seamless	Presentation	tool	to	help	sales	and	marketing	crush	remote	sales.	Latest	Release	2022-04-15T02:11:20Z	IDE,HTML,JS,CSS,Text
Editor,Web	Development	Zerabase	All-in-one	product	delivery	and	insight	discovery	platform.	Fork	of	Wexond.	>>>	#	Example:	structure	optimization	of	hydrogen	molecule	>>>	from	ase	import	Atoms	>>>	from	ase.optimize	import	BFGS	>>>	from	ase.calculators.nwchem	import	NWChem	>>>	from	ase.io	import	write	>>>	h2	=	Atoms('H2',	...
Added	2019-06-26	browser,mac,windows,tab,web	Compact	Log	Viewer	Cross-platform	tool	to	read	&	query	JSON	aka	CLEF	log	files	created	by	Serilog.	ASE	version	3.19.1	released	(4	April	2020).	Latest	Release	2022-04-20T12:52:52Z	MongoDB,databases,admin	Kaplan	Desktop	Free	and	open-source	CAT	tool	for	linguists.	Added	2020-01-28
metronome,timer,practice	Walling	Organize	and	refine	ideas	visually.	Added	2016-09-15	git,programming,productivity	Infinity	An	easy	way	to	make	presentation.	Latest	Release	2022-01-17T16:24:47Z	curator,curation,efficiency,web	favorites,bookmark,collection	Horen	Yet	another	music	player	音乐播放器.	Latest	Release	2022-03-28T05:20:43Z
appium,automation,hybrid,webdriver,testing	primitive.nextgen	Tool	to	redraw	images	using	shapes	(triangles,	rectangles	...)	Latest	Release	2017-09-08T21:48:20Z	image,redraw,Tool	Imagine	Image	optimizer	Latest	Release	2021-05-08T07:11:00Z	image	compress,png,jpg	Oversetter	Translate	text	directly	from	your	menubar.	Protect	your	passwords
and	personal	information	with	Keeper®	-	the	leading	secure	password	manager	and	digital	vault.	Added	2020-07-20	git,git	gui,programming,productivity,code,commits,review,developer,tool	Arena	Tool	for	building	amazing	data	visualization	websites.	Latest	Release	2021-01-26T22:45:31Z	lyrics,spotify	Authme	Cross	platform	simple	two-factor
authentication	app	for	desktop.	The	source	code	is	now	on	(18	September	2015).	Hollywood	films,	college	lessons,	amazing	streamers	and	more	are	on	the	first	media	network	ruled	by	you.	Added	2017-08-10	im,messaging,collaboration,office	NubiDo	Powerful	Task	Management	For	Your	Personal	Productivity	Added	2017-08-08	Productivity	Appium
Desktop	A	cross-platform	app	which	gives	you	the	power	of	the	Appium	automation	server	in	a	beautiful	and	flexible	UI.	Latest	Release	2022-04-28T08:57:08Z	invoice,viewer,order,PDF,XML,Factur-X,ZUGFeRD,XRechnung	Racompass	The	modern	high	performance	GUI	for	Redis.	Latest	Release	2021-06-24T22:26:37Z	Instagram,Raider,IG,Insta
OpenComic	Comic	and	manga	reader.	Latest	Release	2021-10-28T11:52:55Z	java,kotlin,dlt,blockchain,rpc,corda,cordapp,smart-contract,enterprise,r3,network	Vershd	The	effortless	Git	GUI.	Added	2019-11-27	blog,homepage,document,markdown,note,editor	ETCD	Manager	Modern,	efficient	and	multi-platform	GUI	for	ETCD.	Added	2019-01-18	teams
Cargo	Messenger	App	provides	messaging	system	using	Cargo.LT	system.	Latest	Release	2021-12-16T09:45:32Z	rss,rss	reader,news	aggregator	Juggernaut	Privacy	focused	messenger	and	lightning	network	wallet.	Latest	Release	2020-10-08T11:36:06Z	markdown,plain,node,minimal,editor,preview,html,desktop	MJML	App	Desktop	wrapper	around
mjml	language	Latest	Release	2022-02-18T14:06:55Z	mjml,email	GitKraken	The	downright	luxurious	Git	client	for	Windows,	Mac	and	Linux	Added	2016-05-13	git,programming,productivity	Sencha	Test	Testing	Ext	JS	and	Sencha	Touch	apps	with	Jasmine	Added	2016-05-13	web	development,programming,productivity,editor	Cocos	Creator	Game
development	tools	Added	2016-05-12	games	PileMd	Markdown	Note	App	with	Beautiful	Markdown	Editor	and	Local	Syncing	Added	2016-05-12	markdown,note,productivity	Basecamp	3	Basecamp	is	everything	teams	need	to	manage	projects	in	one	place.	Latest	Release	2022-02-09T11:25:57Z	Browser,Privacy,Secure,React	FleetDeck	Remote	Desktop
&	Virtual	Terminal	solution,	tailored	for	techs	to	securely	manage	large	fleets	of	computers.	Use	bibisco	to	develop	characters,	design	novel	structure,	organize	chapters	and	scenes,	analyze	the	novel,	set	your	goals	and,	of	course,	writing!.	Latest	Release	2020-04-28T09:54:20Z	markdown,electron-forge,highlight-js,mermaid,mermaid-diagrams,node-
emoji,emoji,live-reload,preview,previewer	Snipline	Developer	tool	for	power	users	to	organize	and	copy	shell	commands	fast.	When	someone	clicks	through	your	links	and	makes	a	purchase,	you	earn	a	percentage	of	the	purchase.	ASE	version	3.18.1	released	(20	September	2019).	Added	2021-11-11
calendar,task,scheduler,smart,exchange,icloud,google,scheduling,monotasking,time,blocking,organizer	Unicopedia	Sinica	Set	of	Unicode	utilities	related	to	ideographs,	wrapped	into	one	single	app.	Latest	Release	2022-04-30T12:21:16Z	algorithmic,color	ramp,color	table,cubehelix,curves
map,formula,generator,grayscale,hsl,hsv,hwb,interpolation,lab,lch,linear	gradient,rgb,xyz,ycbcr	Blink	Mind	Desktop	Full	featured	mind	map	and	outliner	app.	Latest	Release	2022-04-28T16:35:47Z	Game	Editor,Open	Source,Cross-Platform,Visual	Programming,Online	Editor,Piskel	Sprite	Editor,gamedev,game	development,game	engine,game
making,pixel-art	Motrix	Full-featured	download	manager.	Latest	Release	2022-02-12T22:41:48Z	notes,notetaker,note-taking,notetaking,programmer,computerscience,compsci	Soundboard	Simple	soundboard	desktop	app	(like	EXP	Soundboard).	Latest	Release	2022-04-25T11:33:57Z	notes,markdown,note	taking,mac,knowledge-
base,documentation,code,editor,text	editor,writing,prose	homebrew	cask	One	Copy	Save	all	information	and	paste	them	whenever	you	need	them.	Can	also	perform	a	basic	scan	for	corrupt	videos.	Latest	Release	2021-06-20T15:05:50Z	Subtitler,Finder,Downloader,Searcher,closed-caption,open-subtitles	Threema	For	Desktop	Unofficial	desktop	client
for	Threema.	Autorenamed	in	the	same	place	where	it	comes	from.	With	support	for	the	best	cloud	services	out	there.	Latest	Release	2022-03-30T20:43:23Z	zeek,pcap,wireshark,logs	Amialive	Visual	HTTP	client	and	collaboration	tool.	Latest	Release	2021-01-12T15:04:28Z	books,PDF,annotations,document	collaboration,incremental	reading,spaced
repetition,anki,flashcards	Lisk	Hub	Lisk	graphical	user	interface	for	desktop	Latest	Release	2022-04-28T07:48:42Z	blockchain,cryptocurrency,wallet,token	CodePilot.ai	Code	search	tool	for	software	developers	Added	2018-09-12	developer	tools,search,code	search,code,documentation,developer,tool,productivity	Timetable	Simple,	useful	timetable
application.	Latest	Release	2019-08-01T09:53:46Z	battery	time	menubar	remaining	macos	Swifty	Modern,	lightweight,	fast	and	free	Passsword	Manager.	Latest	Release	2020-09-30T10:02:45Z	school,timetable,management,time,schedule,learning	TextureLab	Free,	Cross-Platform,	GPU-Accelerated	Procedural	Texture	Generator.	All	in	one	.txt	file.
Latest	Release	2021-11-13T10:43:22Z	chat,client,social,media,windows,nertivia,discord,skype	Runlet	Cloud-based	job	manager	that	integrates	your	devices.	Music.	ASE	version	3.16.2	released	(5	June	2018).	Latest	Release	2020-09-22T11:55:04Z	pomodoro,timer,stopwatch	Flawesome	Note	Taking	app	with	Diary	workflow.	Psi-k	Scientific	Highlight	Of
The	Month:	The	Atomic	Simulation	Environment	|	A	Python	library	for	working	with	atoms	(20	January	2017).	Latest	Release	2022-03-02T16:30:30Z	smartholdem,game,multiplayer,blockchain,cryptocurrency,decentralized,dapp	lsdeer	Customizable	file	manager.	Latest	Release	2022-04-25T12:52:02Z	productivity,development,utility,macos	Tunlookup
Translate	selected	text	with	a	keystroke	Latest	Release	2019-11-25T05:00:08Z	Translator,translate,Vocabulary,Dictionary,Tunlookup,Tunlookup	translate	Storm	Synchronizes	files	between	computers,	never	gets	tired.	Added	2020-07-02	rmclient,redmine,jira,time	tracking,developer	tools,time	tracker,planio,easy	redmine	Kube	Dev	Dashboard	Dev
Dashboard	for	Kubernetes.	Added	2021-07-16	白前,看图,图片,滤镜,照片,影像,baiplay,gif,png,jpg,jpeg,dib,tiff,tif,image,view,viewer,photo	KeyCombiner	Organize,	practice,	and	look	up	keyboard	shortcuts.	ASE	version	3.8.0	released	(22	October	2013).	Latest	Release	2021-09-22T17:18:51Z	Responsivize,Responsive,web-tool,Responsive-
websites,Responsively	Clovery	All	Google	Apps	in	One.	Latest	Release	2020-11-10T16:25:02Z	finder,file-finder,file-explorer,file-browser	Covid-19	cases	overview	This	Web	application	allow	the	user	to	check	daily	cases	and	much	more	information	about	covid-19.	First	ASE	Workshop	held	at	Chalmers	University	of	Technology,	Gothenburg,	Sweden,
November	19-22,	2019	(15	December	2019).	Added	2021-01-27	Firestore,GUI	client,database	query,data	visualization,visualize	data,Firebase	Users,Firebase	Authentication	nxshell	Easy	to	use	new	terminal	on	Windows,	Linux	and	macOS.	Latest	Release	2022-03-30T15:53:38Z	music,player,svelte,rxjs,desktop	Frame	System-wide	Web3	for	macOS,
Windows	and	Linux.	Added	2019-06-03	Time	tracking,Work	time,Project	reports	Q-player	Minimal	player.	Latest	Release	2018-10-15T17:29:37Z	pomodoro,productivity,node,minimal,countdown,timer,html,desktop	MeisterTask	A	Kanban	board	based	task	manager	for	single	persons	and	teams.	The	questions	on	which	subscores	are	based	are
distributed	throughout	the	test;	they	are	not	set	aside	and	labeled	separately,	although	several	questions	from	a	single	content	area	may	appear	consecutively.	Latest	Release	2021-12-22T11:42:15Z	redis-desktop-manager,redis-client,redis-desktop,redis-gui	NetworkAssembler	GUI	for	creating	neural	networks.	Latest	Release	2021-04-03T20:02:41Z
taskbar,toolbar,space,satellite,desktop	wallpaper,live,earth,open	source	Web	Toolbox	Collection	of	web	developer	utilities.	Latest	Release	2019-03-13T20:17:35Z	music,desktop,saavn,jiosaavn	Simpico	Simple	and	useful	application	to	find	and	download	icons	for	your	projects	Added	2019-03-22	iconfinder,tool,trayapp	SnipAway	Customizable	snippet
manager	made	for	developers	and	people	who	work	with	code	Added	2019-03-22	snippetmanager,snippet,manager	stacker	Polyglot	flow	testing	tool	Latest	Release	2020-03-14T19:44:15Z	polyglot	flow,test,microservices,enqueuer,messages,http,amqp,mqtt	StickyNotes	A	Sticky	Notes	Application	Latest	Release	2019-04-21T10:52:52Z
playork,tool,play,game,desktop,gui,work,productivity,note,stickynotes	TriCo	This	app	converts	an	excel	spreadsheet	(xls/xlsx/csv)	to	a	table/collection	in	mysql/mongodb.	Latest	Release	2021-07-29T14:28:29Z	Geniemoji,Emoji,search-emoji,rocket,Emogenie	linked	Daily	journaling	without	distraction.
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